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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 
The issuj ?.'•;:;].:: t -• : aopeal is whether the trial 
judge erred in I-.-T;: '.^  :OI(--.*:L:JJ t . . s Motion for Summary 
Judgment and/oi . -• /"--inj r^aintirt fc ^ tropoli tan ' s Motion - Dr 
umma it: ' • =* " ' 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
T h i s - " »' *rispr> r r o m i * .< *• r«< I'*1* ""tcciae^r wn . :h 
Oi 
defendant . , ; „ *. • .:uayoon wniie ocorc'ir.'j = ,^7a Chevrolet 
pick- - — * - • : * *:- :• automor: •-> ^cchcied V' appellant's 
late /viii .....-- ....;.: -alio operates ;:\ , .^ . ii.::^';. i-. 
Bartc*:, T::e accident resulted in t.:- . nmediate deatn or Micnelle 
Appellant -"/-rr ;coi 1 twi.i Propert, arid Lia^ilit^ lr.sui.uP.ee domcany 
commenced this acti^r r )r iecLaratory ~ ;dqme''*" ~'~ ieterT-me tne 
policy of automobile insurar.'--; to claims or ^pLel^ant J m i a s and 
others agair.sr. Me1" r -oo : i r .-:n ! nsurei ooerator Nea 
F /'. : v n . - ^ - - - : - - • •- • - • 
action as a party defendant. F o n o w m a discovery tne parties 
agreed to a stipulated statement of facts dated J.r.e :." . i985 f 
and f'as^d upon uiat stipulation of facts submit te-- mutual motions 
cor summary judgment. 
The trial court, the Honorable David B. Dee entered an 
order dated April 18f 1986 denying defendant-appellant Child's 
motion for summary judgment and granting the motion for summary 
judgment of plaintiff-respondent Metropolitan, Defendant-
appellant Childs appeals from that order of the district court. 
From the stipulated statement of facts it is apparent 
that Mr, Neal Finlayson was intoxicated at the time of the 
accident and was driving the company owned truck not only without 
permission from his employer but contrary to his employer's 
specific instructions. 
The specific policy term at issue provides liability 
coverage to Neal Finlayson at the times he is operating "non-
owned" vehicles. The policy defines, in relevant part a "non-
owned" vehicle as being one which is not "available" for the 
insured's "regular use". The legal meaning of the undefined 
policy provision "regular use" is the issue for consideration on 
appeal. The question presented is whether the district court 
erred in determining as a matter of law that the accident vehicle 
was one "available" for the insured's "regular use" under the 
stipulated facts, the policy terms, and applicable decisional 
law. 
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:
i
'-r accideiK vehicle was company-owned and was o n U to 
I » • 
t n>- dccideiii -s^ .iu L i.- '.eucit r. JI a y^. AJI.CJ . jurpose even :. no-ign 
su<:r, ui^ va.^  prori:n,,-'w ?:- -- 1 - employ ^ppe 1 I anr1- position jn 
business ver. :CJ.O :.^ r.v:r •;, ^,:;struea .npi'. -. ::at -;::e venic? 
was or-j maao "availauie" to m m ror tiiia "regular use" and 
exr.jce such operation from coverage. 
!'-•-: foilo-v . .; relevant tacts ^er^ -staolisnec tor 
purposes < 
FACTS 
' ' '
7inlays«^. * • - ' " -
 f icpliei tor 
a - . . r 
1:380 Chevrolet Monte Ca. r^.^ on became effective suoject co r„ie 
terms ana conditjors «-t to- cr,:- * Novemoei *.". -^ HO. 
?- T^ e::ri'.:jr.: Ad.. hulyson was inv^Aveu . h SP 
automobile accident which occurred on or about March 30, .982 i n 
Salt : Lake Ci 1 :\, , I Jt ill: :i 
3. Defendant Finlayson was at the time operating a 
1978 Chevrolet pickup truck owned by his employer, FINCO 
Brothers, Tnc. 
trhe employer directed that all corporate vehicles 
were to oe .:sed only "or company purposes and that they were not 
t . . • *•:••*: : . . ..
 x i i s e , 
5. Most of the company vehicles were parked each 
night at the company's storage yard. 
6. Neal Finalyson was the company mechanic and was 
often called out at night to repair company equipment. Because 
of this he kept his repair tools in the 1978 Chevrolet pickup and 
at the companyfs request kept the truck to his residence during 
non-business hours. This allowed him to respond to off-hours 
repair calls more quickly. 
7. During the four year period of his employment 
prior to March 30, 1982, defendant Neal Finlayson had used the 
company truck without permission perhaps once or twice for local 
errands. It was Neal Finalyson1s understanding that any personal 
use of the vehicle required the prior consent or permission of 
FINCO Brothers Inc.'s management. 
8. As part of his business duties, Neal was required 
to work eight hours each day. The only time he could depart from 
business activities during those hours was when he obtained prior 
permission from Max Finlayson of FINCO Brothers, Inc. 
9. March 30, 1982 was a slow day at work for 
defendant Neal Finlayson and his brother Tom. They had been 
instructed by their employer to drive to a second business 
location after lunch and do some repair work there for the 
balance of the day. 
10. Neal and Tom decided however to get lunch and then 
take the rest of the day off. 
11. Tom and Neal went to lunch at about noon. Tom 
asked Neal to stop at the "Animal House," a bar located at 900 
South and State Street in Salt Lake City. 
12. Tom and Neal remained at the Animal House until 
approximately four o'clock that afternoon during which time they 
consumed a substantial but unknown quantity of beer. 
13. Tom and Neal's absence from work that afternoon 
and their sojourn at the bar were not only unauthorized but their 
use of the company vehicle for such private pruposes was strictly 
against company policy. 
14. The Finlayson brothers left the bar with Neal 
Finlayson driving the company truck and were on their way home 
when the accident occurred. 
15. These and other relevent facts are as stipulated 
between the parties. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Defendant-appellant argues on appeal that the accident 
vehicle was not one furnished or "available" for the "regular 
use" of Metropolitan's insured Neal Finlayson, and that the 
company truck in question was not at the time of the subject 
accident being used for the purpose for which it was furnished. 
For either or both of those reasons, defendant-appellant Childs 
argues that the policy exclusion upon which Metropolitan relies 
to avoid coverage does not apply. 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE ACCIDENT VEHICLE WAS NOT ONE 
FURNISHED OR AVAILABLE FOR THE "REGULAR USE" 
OF THE INSURED. 
Metropoliton1s policy insuring Neal and Terri Finlayson generally 
provides that the insurer will pay, in the insured's behalf, all 
amounts the insured becomes legally obligated to pay by reason of 
the use of a non-owned automobile by the insured. The policy 
defines a "non-owned automobile" as follows: 
"Non-owned automobile" means an 
automobile which is neither owned by nor 
furnished nor available for the regular use of 
either the named insured or any relative..." 
There is unfortunately no policy definition of the term 
"regular use". This court must therefore determine whether, under 
the conditions the accident vehicle was in defendant Neal 
Finlaysonfs possession, it was a vehicle furnished or availabile 
for his "regular use." 
The quoted language constitutes a policy exclusion as to 
which the plaintiff insurer has the burden of proof in order to 
avoid coverage. The insurer drafted the exclusion and under 
well-established Utah law the policy language and any ambiguities 
or uncertainties in it must be construed strictly against the 
insurer. Williams v. First Colony Life Insurance Co., 593 P.2d 
534 (Utah 1979); American Casualty Co. v. Eagle Ins. Co. Ltd., 568 
P.2d 731 (Utah 1977); Bergera v. Ideal National Life Insurance 
Co., 524 P.2d 599 (Utah 1974); and Chrlstensen v> Farmers 
Insurance Exchange, 21 Utah 2d 194, 443 P.2d 385 (1968). 
It is also basic insurance law that extensions of coverage 
are to be construed broadly whereas exclusions, exceptions and 
limitations require a narrow construction; on the theory that the 
insurer, having affirmatively expressed coverage through broad 
promises, assumes a duty to define any limitations on such 
coverage in clear and explicit language. Krug v. Millerfs Mutual 
Insurance Association of Illinois, 209 Kan. 111, 495 P.2d 949 
(1972); Roach v. Churchman, 431 F.2d 849 (8th Cir. 1970); Stanley 
v. Onetta Boat Works, Inc., 431 F.2d 241 (9th Cir 1970); Hahn v. 
Alaska Title Guaranty Co., 557 P.2d 143 (Alaska 1976); Mission 
Insurance Co. v. Nethers, 119 Ariz. 405, 581 P.2d 250 (1978); 
Brenner v. Aetna Insurance Co., 8 Ariz. App. 272, 445 P.2d 474 
(1968); and Beeson v. State Auto fc,Casualty Underwriters, 32 Colo. 
App. 62, 508 P.2d 402, affyd 183 Colo. 284, 416 P.2d 623 (1973). 
As indicated, Metropolitan has chosen language which it 
has elected to leave undefined in the policy. The meaning of the 
chosen language is therefore unclear, uncertain, and ambiguous. 
To that extent strict construction against its creator is 
demanded. 
The term "regular use" has been judicially defined as 
follows: 
The phrase "regular use"...denotes 
continuous use; uninterrupted normal use for 
all purposes; without limitations as to use; 
and customary use as opposed to occasional use 
or special use. 
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Travelers Indemlnity Co. v. Hudson, 15 Ariz, App. 371, 488 P.2d 
1008 at 1012 (1979). See also Eureka v. Security Fire fe Marine 
Insurance Co. v. Simon, 401 P.2d 759 (Arizona, 1965); Safeco 
Insurance Co. of America v. Thomas, 224 Cal. App. 2d 209, 52 Cal 
Rptr. 910 (1966). 
With but two exceptions during the proceeding four years, 
defendant Neal Finlayson never had the right to use any company 
truck for his personal use. What he had was not the right to the 
"uninterrupted normal use" of the company truck. Outside of his 
business use of company vehicles, those vehicles were available to 
him only on rare occasions and with prior authorization from his 
employer. This was a strict limitation placed upon use of the 
truck by the employer from the time the truck was purchased. The 
two times Neal Finlayson used the truck for unauthorized errands 
can only be considered as "occasional" and not "customary" or 
"uninterupted normal use". Under the quoted authority the 
availability of the truck to Neal Finlayson could not be 
considered "regular use" for purposes of application of the 
exclusionary clause of the policy. 
The Supreme Court of New Jersey has defined the term 
"regular use" for these purposes as "some plenary right to use. ." 
(emphasis added) Pi Orlo v. New Jersey Manufacturers Insurance 
Co., 63 N.J. 597, 311 A.2d 378, 381 (1973). Considering the 
strict limitations which were imposed on personal use by an 
employee, it cannot be argued that Neal Finlayson had any 
"plenery" right to use the accident vehicle. His use was limited 
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to business purposes only and Such use could not therefore be 
considered "regular use" by the Pi Orio standard. Neither would 
it be considered "regular use" under Southern Railway Co. v. 
State Farm Mutual Insurance Co., where it was held that 
"permission to use an automobile only to go to and from work, 
requiring special permission to use it at other times, is not 
considered regular use." Id. 357 F. Supp. 810 (Georgia 1972). 
In Farm Bureau Mutual Auto Insurance Co. v. Marr, 128 F. 
Supp. 67 (DNJA55), the court laid out the following guidlines for 
determining the meaning of the term "regular use" for insurance 
purposes: 
1. Was the use of the car in question made 
available most of the time to the insured? 
2. Did the insured make more than mere 
occasional use of the car? 
3. Did the insured need to obtain permission 
to use the car or had that been granted by 
blanket authority? 
4. Was there a purpose for the use of the car 
in the permission granted if not by blanket 
authority and was it being used for such 
purpose? 
5. Was it being used in the area where such 
car would be expected to be used? 
Id. at 71. 
These guidlines have also been adopted in other states. 
See Brlngle v. Economy Fire & Casualty Co.t 169 N.W.2d 879 (Iowa 
1969). 
In applying these guidlines to the present case we find: 
1. The truck in question was a business vehicle and 
Q 
strict company policy prevented its personal use by any employee. 
Neal Finlaysonfs personal use of the truck occurred less than once 
a year. 
2. The infrequent personal use of the company vehicle by 
Neal Finlayson cannot even be considered as "occasional fl personal 
use. 
3. The stated company policy was that there would be no 
personal use of compnay vehicles without prior permission, and on 
March 30, 1982 Neal finlayson had no such permission. 
4. There was no business purpose involved in Neal 
Finlaysonfs trip to the Animal House bar and he had no permission 
for his use of the truck in that undertaking. He was on a "lark" 
of his own and not conducting his employer1s business from noon 
that day until the accidnet occurred later in the evening. 
5. Neal Finlayson spent his afternoon at the Animal House 
bar located at about 900 South and State street in Salt Lake City. 
His employer had instructed him to be at a company shop which was 
nowhere near the Animal House bar. Neal was not in the area his 
employer had designated and was not traveling in that direction 
with any intent to further his employer's business when the 
accident ocurred. The Farm Bureau case outline of the criteria 
for determining "regular use" is totally unsatisfied by the facts 
of this case. 
Neal Finlaysonfs business use of the truck should not and 
cannot be considered as rendering that vehicle available for his 
"regular use" according to the legal meaning that must be given 
the term. The policy terms which provide coverage for non-owned 
10 
vehicles is obviously intended to cover the insured's personal and 
occasional use of other vehicles. Such would be the case if he 
were to have a loaner car from the local garage or if he borrowed 
the neighbor's car for an occasional emergency or trip to the 
store. Clearly plaintiff's policy would not cover Mr. Finlaysonfs 
operation of the truck during his hours of employment, but in this 
case he had left work at noon that day and determined that he 
would not return. Since his use of the company vehicle was 
unauthorized and without the scope of his employment, he was in 
fact borrowing a non-owned vehicle for his personal use. Such use 
falls within the language of the policy provision extending 
coverage*also within its intended scope. 
To consider that because the accident vehicle was assigned 
to Mr. Finlayson for business use it became available for his 
"regular use" produces an unreasonable result. In that case the 
plaintiff's liability would depend not only on Mr. Finlaysonfs use 
of the truck at the time of the accident, but it would also depend 
on which of the company trucks he might have been driving at the 
time. If he were driving his assigned company truck there would 
be no coverage under that rational; but if he had switched trucks 
with another employee that day, there would. Such an 
interpretation shifts the focus from Mr. Finlayson's personal use 
of the truck at the time of the accident to the irrelevant 
question of which company truck was he driving. It should make no 
difference which of the company trucks he was driving. 
,11-
POINT II 
AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT THE 
COMPANY TRUCK WAS NOT BEING USED FOR THE 
PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT WAS FURNISHED AND THE 
EXCLUSION DOES NOT APPLY• 
It is stipulated that when the Finlayson brothers left the 
bar, they had no intention of working for the rest of the day. 
The moment they departed from the instructions given them by the 
employer and began engaging in their afternoon drinking activities 
the company truck was no longer being used for company business. 
The California District Court of Appeals has, in a similar 
case, held that when a company car which was furnished for 
business purposes is used to travel a distance of several miles to 
have a drink after work, the departure constitutes a personal use 
to which the "regular use11 exclusion does not apply. Safeco 
Insurance Co. of America v. Thomas, 52 Cal. Rptr. 910, 244 Cal. 
App. 2 204 (1966). See also Nevels v. Hendrix, 367 So.2d 33 
(Louisiana 1978). 
An automobile is not furnished for "frequent or regular 
use" within the terms of the policy unless at the time of the 
accident giving rise to the claim, the automobile is being used by 
the person for whom it was furnished for the purpose for which it 
was frequently or regularly used. Kunze v. State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Insurance Co. 197 N.W.2d 685 (North Dakota 1972). 
In Schoenknecht v. Prairie State Farmers Insurance 
Association, 27 111. App.2d 83, 169 N.E.2d 148 (1960) the court 
faced another similar fact situation. There the employer 
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furnished the insured with a passenger auto to be used by the 
insured in the performance of his duties in answering complaints 
made to the employer, Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company. The 
insured's working hours were from 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. each 
weekday, at the end of which he was to return the auto to his 
employer's place of business. On the day of the accident, the 
insured made his last call and instead of returning the car to the 
employer, he drove it to a friend's home. That night, as he left 
his friends home the accident occured. The insurance provision in 
question was substantially the same as that in the instant case. 
The court ruled that the exclusionary clause did not defeat 
coverage: 
Here this car upon this particular 
occasion was not being used during business 
hours or in furtherance of the insured's 
employers business. It was not, at the time 
of the accident, furnished to the insured for 
his regular use. His employer never 
furnished it to him for any such purpose. He 
was using the car without his employers 
knowledge or consent. His use was an 
unauthorized one. There is nothing in this 
exclusionary clause which eliminated coverage 
in the event the car was being operated by the 
insured without the owners knowledge, 
permission or consent and in the absence of 
any such exclusionary provision the policy 
covered the car the insured was then 
operating. 
Id. a,t 152 (emphasis added). 
In Pacific Auto Insurance Co. v. Lewis, 56 Cal. App.2d 
597, 132 P.2d 846 (1943) the court ruled that 
[w]hether an auto is furnished by another 
to an insured for his regular use may 
resonably depend upon the time, place and 
13 
purpose for which it is to be used. One 
furnished for all purposes and at all times 
and places would clearly be for his regular 
use. One furnished at all times but strictly 
for business purposes alone could hardly be 
said to have been furnished for his regular 
use at a time and place when it was being 
used for personal purposes. 
Id. at 848 (emphasis added). 
It is obvious from the quoted stipulated facts that the 
accident vehicle was to be used only for company purposes and not 
for personal use. Personal use required the prior consent of the 
employers management, which was not obtained on the occasion of 
the accident. The drunk driving after having abandoned any 
notion of working the rest of the day was obviously a personal 
use . 
The Idaho case of Foster vs. Johnstone, supra, approves 
the following "signposts" for determination of whether "regular 
use" exists: 
3. Did the insured need to obtain permission 
to use the car or had that been granted by 
blanket authority? 
4. Was there a purpose for the use of the car 
in permission granted or by the blanket 
authority anfl was it being used for such 
purpose? 
5. Was it being used in the area where such 
car would be expected to. be used? (emphasis 
added, p 807) 
It can be readily seen that under the test of 
plaintifffs fs own cited decision (Foster) "regular use" does not 
exist in this case. While it is true that Finlayson drove the 
truck every day in connection with his employment duties, he did 
not drive it every day in connection with drinking activities 
unrelated to his employment and unauthorized by his employer. 
That had never happened before and wasr to say the least/ a rare 
occurrence. Had the accident occurred during the acutal pursuit 
of his employment duties, the exclusion would certainly apply. 
The fact is it did not. For the exclusion to apply/ the 
plaintiff must establish that Mr. Finalyson's use at the time of 
the accident was a part of his regular use of the vehicle/ which 
term judicially means: 
Continuous use; uninterrupted normal use 
for all purposes; without limitations as to 
use; and customary use as opposed to 
occasional use or special use some plenary 
right to use". Travelers/ Eurekay Safeco; 
(supra p. 
The futility of plaintiff's argument for exclusion under 
the fact of this case can be demonstrated by a simple example. 
The argument would hold that an airliner or cruise ship is 
provided for the "regular use" of the pilot or captain because 
his operation of the ship was "regular" or "frequent"; even 
though his "use" was always for business purposes only. 
Similarly/ plaintiff's argument would hold that a 
vehicle provided an employee for a specific task that required 
one minute's operation once each dayf once each month/ or once 
each year on regular basis was a vehicle provided for the 
employee's "regular use"/ and his personal use for unrelated 
purposes would be excluded. 
Such nonsensical results would logically flow from the 
plaintiff's reasoning. If adopted by this Court or the Supreme 
Court, absurd results can easily be forseen. 
15 
CONCLUSION 
Metropolitan chose to incorporate the exclusionary term 
"regular use" in its policy without providing any definition of 
the term. The term could easily have been assigned a clarifying 
definition and this lawsuit would therby have been avoided. The 
law mandates strict construction against the insurer whenever 
uncertainty regarding exclusions arises because of the language 
which the insurer chose to employ. This case is a classic example 
of the reason for that basic rule,. If the insurer were allowed to 
avoid coverage because of uncertainty or ambiguity arising from 
its chosen language, the insurer would in fact benefit from its 
own wrong and find reason to create other uncertainties and 
ambiguities in the meaning of its policy exclusions. The insurer 
should rather be encouraged by strict construction to draft its 
exclusionary provisions in clear, plain, specific, and meaningful 
language, in order that the purchasing public may clearly 
understand from a simple reading of the policy when there is and 
is not coverage. 
Case law indicates that the undefined term "regular use" 
in a policy exclusion connotes a plenary right to use and not 
posession accompanied by restrictions against personal use. When, 
as here, such unauthorized personal use of a non-owned vehicle 
occurs only on rare occasions, the vehicle is not regarded legally 
as a "regularly used11 vehicle, even though it may have been 
provided and used for business purposes on a regular basis. The 
case law on these issues is clear and consistent. 
16 
The unowned automobile coverage is designed to cover 
the occasional use of the non-owned vehicle. It is intended to 
cover the use of a loaner car, a borrowed neighbor's car, or a 
similar situation. Here, the insured borrowed an employer's 
vehicle, without permission and with no right to use the vehicle 
in the personal manner he was. He had only used the vehicle for 
personal reasons once or twice during the previous three or four 
years. That rare personal use could certainly not be considered 
regular? The vehicle was not provided for his regular personal 
use, though it was made available to him regularly for other 
purposes. It is precisely the type of use to which the vehicle 
was being put at the time of the accident that is intended to be 
covered by his policy's non-owned auto provisions. Had the 
insured borrowed a neighbor's or a relative's car for similar 
purposes, the use of that vehicle would clearly be covered. It 
should make no difference from whom the car is borrowed. The 
fact is that it was borrowed for the use to which it was being 
put. 
In this case the insured is not seeking coverage for 
his use of the company vehicle during the course of his 
employment, but only for the rare, infrequent occasions when nis 
use of the company vehicle is purely personal. The insurer in 
this situation faces no greater exposure tnan it would should the 
insured borrow a negihbor's or relative's vehicle for his personal 
use on rare occasions. That type of use is the objective of 
non-owned automobile11 coverage. 
For the above reasons, defendant-appellant Childs 
respectfully submit that the trial court's entry of summary 
judgment against liability coverage for Neal W. Finlayson was 
under the stipulated facts, the applicable decisional law; and 
the more persuasive reasoning and logical reasoning, reversable 
error. 
DATED this ^ day of November, 1986. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 
ADDENDUM 
W& ''Mil 'XLP 
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LOWELL V. SMITH, #3006 
HANSON, DUNN, EPPERSON & SMITH 
A Professional Corporation 
Attorney for: Defendant 
650 Clark Learning Office Center 
175 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, DT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 363-7611 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OP SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OP UTAH 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY & 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NEAL W. FINLAYSON, et al., 
Defendants* 
ORDER 
Civil No. C82-8278 
Honorable David B. Dee 
Motions for Summary Judgment, having been filed by 
Plaintiff, Metropolitan Property and Liability Insurance Company 
and by Defendants Child and Barton, came on regularly for hearing 
before the Honorable David B. Dee on October 18f 1985; respective 
counsel were present and presented oral arguments; the Court 
having requested Supplemental Memoranda; counsel for the 
respective parties presented Supplemental Memoranda; and the 
Court duly considered the memoranda and arguments. 
Based upon the foregoing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Plaintiff, Metropolitan Property and Liability 
Insurance Company, is hereby granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants1 Motions for 
Summary Judgment are denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Judgment is hereby entered in 
favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendants and that this 
lawsuit is hereby dismissed, each party to bear their own 
attorneys fees and costs^ 
DATED this day of April, 1986. 
aV tf*/>wr.-f
 B> Dee 
flfis %4/to/\tj/ (3'qfl*c/ v Dis tr ict Court Judge 
Ujpr'l /M '*>% 
CERTIFICATE OP SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage 
prepaid, this day of April, 1986, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to the following: 
Lynn J. Clark 
Attorney for Bartons 
935 East 7220 South 
Suite D 1000 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
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Anthony Thurber 
Attorney for Childs 
211 East Broadway, Suite 213 
Salt Lake Cityf Utah 84111 
Scott Berry 
Attorney for Pinlaysons 
900 Newhouse Bldg, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
M^b / :^^^^ 
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^ 
Anthony M. Thurber (IA3261) 
Attorney for Defendant Childs 
8 East Broadway, Suite 735 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0181 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY & 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
NEAL W. FINLAYSON, et al., 
Defendants• 
STIPULATED STATEMENT 
OF FACTS 
Civil No, C82-8278 
Honorable David B. Dee 
Come now the parties above named by and through their 
attorneys of record, who hereby submit the following Stipulated 
Statement of Facts to be considered by the court in considering 
the parties1 mutual motions for summary judgment:. 
1. On or about November 18, 1980, Neal and Terri 
Finlayson applied for insurance coverage with plaintiff 
Metropolitan Proeprty & Liability Insurance Company. (See 
Aplication for Coverage, Exhibit "A"). The policy of insurance 
was to be effective as of November 27, 1980. 
2. Coverage was bound as of Novemer 27, 1980, subject 
to the terms and conditions of the automobile policy in current 
use by Metropolitan. 
3. When the policy was actually issued, the Declaration 
Sheet (Exhibit "C") described the "owned automobile" as a 1980 
Chevrolet Monte Carlo, vehicle number 1237KAK448161. (Exhibit 
"C"). 
4. Defendant Neal W. Finlayson was involved in an 
automobile accident which occurred on or about March 30, 1982 on 
Indiana avenue (850 South 2067 West), Salt Lake City, Utah. 
5. At the time of the accident, defendant Finlayson was 
operating a 1978 Chevrolet pickup truck owned by his employer 
FINCO Brothers, Inc. 
6. At the time of the accident, Thomas Hugh Finlayson, 
a brother of Neal W. Finlayson, was a passenger in the vehicle 
being operated by Neal W. Finlayson* 
7. FINCO Brothers, Inc., is a closely held Utah 
corporation engaged in the excavating and general contracting 
business. 
8. Most of the stock in FINCO Brothers, Inc. is owned 
by Neal Finlayson1s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Finlayson; Mr. 
Finlayson1s sons, including defendant Neal Finlayson, each owned 
a small number of shares. 
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9. Neal Finlayson was a mechanic and laborer with FINCO 
Brothers, Inc. 
10. As a part of his official duties with FINCO 
Brothers, Inc., Neal Finlayson moved around wherever mechanical 
work needed to be done. 
11. Although the corporate offices of FINCO Brothers, 
Inc, are registered at Max Finlayson1s home at 3179 West 7550 
South, West Jordan,Utah, Finco Brothers, Inc. has an office 
located at 2401 Directors Road, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
12. Neal Finlayson does not have an office at the 
Directors Road location. Rather, he works out of the pickup 
truck. 
13. Neal Finlayson stored tools necessary for company 
work in the 1978 Chevrolet pickup truck. 
14. Certain vehicles, including the accident pickup 
owned by FINCO Brothers, Inc., were made available for employees 
to use for business purposes, including driving to and from work. 
15. At the time defendant Neal Finlayson began his 
employment with Finco during the year 1978, he was provided by 
the employer with a 1974 Chevrolet pickup truck for the same 
purposes as the accident vehicle. Eight or nine months prior to 
March 30, 1982, the 1974 Chevrolet pickup truck was replaced by 
the employer with a 1978 Chevrolet pickup truck. At the time the 
Chevrolet pickup trucks were acquired by the employer, the 
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employer directed that the corporate vehicles provided to 
defendant Neal Finlayson and other employees were to be used only 
for company purposes and that they were not for personal use, 
16. Neal Finlayson was the primary operator of the 1978 
Chevrolet pickup truck. 
17. Although some of the vehicles of FINCO Brothers, 
Inc., were stored at the company lot when not in use# the 1978 
Chevrolet pickup truck was stored at Neal Finlayson1s home along 
with his personal vehicles. 
18. During the four year period of his employment prior 
to March 30, 1982, on two occasions defendant Neal Finlayson used 
the company truck for personal purposes after receiving prior 
express permission from the employer. Once or twice Neal 
Finlayson had used the pick-up truck without permission for local 
errands. Those occasions are the only known instances of 
personal use of the company vehicle during that period of time by 
defendant Neal Finlayson. It was Neal Finlayson1s understanding 
that any personal use of the vehicle required the prior consent 
or permission of FINCO Brothers Inc.'s management. Permission 
had never been refused when requested. 
19. Max Finlayson considered Nealfs use of the truck to 
take him to his job and back home from the job to be part of the 
authorized business use. 
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20. As part of his business duties, Neal was required to 
work eight hours each day. The only time he could depart from 
business activities during those hours was when he obtained prior 
permission from Max Finlayson. 
21. The morning of the accidentf March 30, 1982, Tom and 
Neal Finlayson rode to work together in the accident vehicle. 
22. March 30, 1982 was a slow work day for the defendant 
Neal Finlayson and his brother Tom. At approximately noon, those 
two, with Neal Finlayson driving, drove the 1978 Chevrolet 
pick-up truck from the FINCO shop at 2401 West Director's Row 
(1100 South), Salt Lake City, Utah, to a tavern known as "The 
Animal House" located near State Street and 900 South in Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
23. The Finlayson brothers had been directed by Max 
Finlayson to go to the shop to do some additional work. They 
decided to stop at the tavern to have a sandwich and say hello to 
Tom Finlayson1s friend Bob, the bartender. 
24. The Finlayson brothers spent approximately four 
hours at the tavern and both consumed a substantial but unknown 
quantity of beer while there. 
25. The afternoon drinking sojourn at the bar was not 
known to or authorized by the employer, although the employer was 
aware that the Finlayson Brothers would stop somewhere for lunch. 
-5-
26. The Finlayson brothers decided to take the rest of 
the day off and go home. On the way the accident occurred. 
27. As a result of the accident, a civil action has been 
filed against Neal Finlayson, FINCO Enterprises, Max Finlayson, 
and John Doe I by Michael B. Barton and Lee Childs, individually 
and as guardian ad litem of Michelle childs, a minor, for 
injuries sustained by Michael B. Barton and for the wrongful 
death of Michelle Childs. . 
DATED this / / day of JHry-, 1985. 
ANTHONY M. THURBER 
Attorney for Defendant Childs 
u ,A~^ 
LOWELL V. SMITH 
Attorney for Metropolitan 
Property & Liability Insurance 
Company 
KENttETH L. ROTHEY 
Attorney for Defendant Finlayson 
(Signature not required) 
RICK D. HIGGINS 
Attorney for Neal Finlayson 
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ANTHONY M. THURBER (#A3261) 
Attorney for defendant Childs 
Suite 735 Judge Building 
8 East Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0181 
LYNN J. CLARK (#4013) 
Attorney for Mike Barton 
935 East, 7220 South 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
(801) 566-1285 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY & 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY, ] 
Plaintiff, ] 
v s . • ] 
NEAL W. FINLAYSON, Individually, ] 
and LEE CHILDS, Individually and 
as Guardian ad Litem of MICHELLE ] 
CHILDS, a minor, 
I-
> DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) Civil No. C82-8278 
) Honorable David B. Dee 
Defendants 
Pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, 
defendants hereby move the Court for a summary judgment against 
the plaintiff. This motion is based upon the Stipulated Facts on 
file herein, the Memorandum of Law filed herewith and on the 
grounds that there is no genuine issues of material fact as to the 
liability of the plaintiff that defendants are entitled to relief 
as a matter of law. 
DATED "this \c^ day of August, 1985, 
kt 
ANTHONY M. THURBER 
Attorney for defendant Childs 
Suite 735 Judge Building 
8 East Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0181 
b/ 
LYNN J. CLARK 
Attorney for Mike Barton 
935 East 7220 South 
Suite D 1000 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the forgoing Motion for Summary Judgment on the'""\(y day of 
August, 1985, with postage prepaid, at Salt Lake City, Utah, to 
the following: 
Lowell Smith, Esq. 
175 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
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LOWELL V. SMITH, #3006 
HANSONf DUNN, EPPERSON & SMITH 
A Professional Corporation 
Attorney for: Plaintiff 
650 Clark Learning Office Center 
175 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 363-7611 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY & 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NEAL W. FINLAYSON, individually 
and LEE CHILDS individually and 
as Guardian ad litem of 
MICHELLE CHILDS, a minor, 
Defendants. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No.: C82-8278 
Judge David B. Dee 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff Metropolitan Property & 
Liability Insurance Company, by and through its attorneys 
undersigned, and, pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure, hereby moves this Court for Summary Judgment on the 
basis that there is no genuine issue of material fact in dispute 
and that the Plaintiff is, as a matter of law, entitled to 
judgment. 
This Motion is supported by the Stipulated Statement of 
Facts filed with this Court on July 1, 1985 and by the Memorandum 
of Points and Authorities attached hereto and incorporated 
herewith. 
DATED this \ A day of August, 1985. 
HANSON, DUNN, EPPERSON & SMITH 
\). A^M. 
LOWELL V. SMITH 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed, postage 
prepaid, this l4^n day of August, 1985, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to the following: 
Kenneth L. Rothey, Esq. 
942 East 7145 South, Suite 108 
Midvale, UT 84047 
Anthony Thurber, Esq. 
211 East Broadway, Suite 213 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
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AUTOMOBILE 
INSURANCE POLICY 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan Property and Liability 
Insurance Company 
Administrative Offices Warwick, Rhode Island 
WHERE TO FIND IT IM YOUR POLICY 
SECTION l-PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION Page 
Metropolitan Will Pay 1 
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METROPOLITAN PROPERTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY 
(A Stock Insurance Company, Herein Called METROPOLITAN) 
In reliance upon the Declarations made a part hereof and subject 
toal l of the terms of this policy and payment of the required pre-
mium, METROPOLITAN makes the following agreements with the in-
sured named in Item 1 of the Declarations: 
(NOTE: The words in bold-face type are defined under DEFINI-
TIONS within various sections of the policy) 
SECTION I 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 
COVERAGE A—Basic Personal Injury Protection Coverage-Statutory 
METROPOLITAN will pay promptly when due to or for the benefit 
of each eligible injured person or dependent survivor all basic per-
sonal injury protection benefits which such person is entitled by law 
to receive resulting from bodily Injury, accidentally caused and aris-
ing out of the ownership, maintenance or use, including loading or 
unloading, of a motor vehicle as a motor vehicle. 
COVERAGE B—Additional Personal Injury Protection Coverage-
Optional 
METROPOLITAN will pay promptly when due to or for the benefit 
of each person entitled thereto in accordance with the terms of the 
Additional Personal Injury Protection Endorsement issued to form a 
part of this policy additional personal injury protection benefits as 
specified in said endorsement for bodily injury with respect to which 
benefits are payable under COVERAGE A. 
EXCLUSIONS 
This insurance does not apply to bodily injury sustained by any 
person: 
(a) if such injury is suffered by him intentionally or ns a result 
of intentionally attempting to cause bodily injury to 
another; 
(b) while using a motor vehicle which he had taken unlawfully, 
unless he reasonably believed that he was entitled to take 
and use such motor vehicle; 
(c) other than the named insured or any relative, while not oc-
cupying any moto« vehicle, if the accident occurs outside of 
the state of registration of the owned automobile: 
(d) who is the named insured while occupying, or through being 
struck by while not occupying, any motor vehicle owned or 
registered by the named insured and which is net an au-
tomobile insured under this policy: 
(e) who is an owner or registrant of a motor vehicle involved in 
the accident with respect to which the security required by 
an applicable motor vehicle financial responsibility law. 
motor vehicle compulsory insurance law oi any similar ap-
plicable law is not m effect; 
(0 who is a relative if such relative is entitled to any pe? sonai 
injury protection benefits as a named insured under the 
terms of any other policy; 
(g) other than the named insured or any relative, if su:l. person 
is entitled to any personal injury protection benefitr 
1. as a named insured or a relative under the tern;, «-f any 
other policy with respect to such coverage or 
2. under any other security mamta.ned in lieu o? an insur-
ance policy, as provided by any Jaw; 
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(h) • other than the named insured or any relative, while occupy-
ing, or through being struck by while not occupying, any 
motor vehicle other than an automobile insured under this 
policy which is being operated by the named insured or any 
relative if the owner or registrant of such motor vehicle is 
required by law to provide security with respect thereto; 
(i) arising out of the ownership, operation, maintenance or 
use of a parked motor vehicle unless: 
1 . the motor vehicle was parked in such a way as to cause 
unreasonable risk of the bodily injury which occurred, or 
2. such bodily injury was a direct result of physical con-
tact with: 
a. equipment permanently mounted on such motor ve-
hicle, while such equipment was being operated or 
used, or 
b. property being lifted onto or lowered from such mo-
tor vehicle in the loading or unloading process, or 
3. such bodily injury was sustained by a person while oc-
cupying such motor vehicle; 
(j) while occupying a motor vehicle located for use as a resi-
dence or premises; 
(k) while occupying a public or livery conveyance for which se-
curity is maintained as required by applicable law, unless 
such conveyance is an owned automobile: 
(I) who is the named insured or any relative while occupying a 
motor vehicle owned or registered by the employer of the 
named insured or any relative for which security is main-
tained as required by applicable law. 
DEFINITIONS 
The definitions of "automobile," "bodily injury," "named insured," 
"owned automobile," "person" or "persons" and "relative" under 
SECTION ll PART I apply and when used in reference to this insur-
ance (including endorsements forming a part of the policy): 
"basic personal injury protection benefits" means those benefits re-
quired to be provided under the provisions of an applicable motor 
vehicle financial responsibility law, motor vehicle compulsory in-
surance law or any similar applicable law of a state, but does not 
include those provisions of any such law which apply to the option-
al purchase of additional personal injury protection benefits or 
which require that an insurance policy or bond provide coverage for 
bodily injury liability or protection against uninsured motorists; 
-dependent survivor means a person who is entitled by law to re-
ceive basic personal injury protection benefits after the death of an 
eligible injured person; 
"eligible injured person" means 
(a) the named insured or any relative who sustains bodily injury 
in an accident involving a motor vehicle; 
(b) any other person who sustains bodily injury (1) while oc-
cupying the owned automobile as a guest or passenger, or 
(2) while using the owned automobile with the expressed or 
implied consent of the named insured, or (3) while not oc-
cupying a motor vehicle through being struck by the owned 
automobile: 
"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from. 
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LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Regardless of the number of persons insured, policies or bonds 
applicabfe. claims made, insurers (including self-Insurers), or in-
sured automobiles. METROPOLITAN'S liability for the payment of 
personal injury protection benefits to or for the benefit of any one 
person who sustains bodily injury in any one accident, shall not ex-
ceed the maximum benefit amounts specified in the applicable law 
arid is also subject to the following: 
1. Allowable expenses shall not include charges for a hospital 
room in excess of a reasonable and customary charge for 
semi-private accommodations, except when the eligible in-
jured person requires special or intensive care; 
2. The maximum amount payable for all work loss sustained in 
any single thirty (30) day period, and any income earned 
from work performed by the eligible injured person within the 
same thirty (30) day period, together shall not exceed the 
sum required to be provided by applicable lav/, and such 
amount shall apply pro rata to any lesser period of work 
loss, provided that: 
(a) the maximum amount payable for loss of income be-
cause of work loss shall not exceed 85% of such loss of 
income unless the eligible injured person presents to 
METROPOLITAN reasonable proof of a lower tax advan-
tage, in which case a greater percentage value shaft 
apply; 
(b) the maximum amount payable for work loss, other than 
loss of income, incurred by the eligible injured person 
shall not exceed the per diem amount required to be 
provided by applicable law. 
REDUCTIONS AND DEDUCTIBLES 
Any amount payable by METROPOLITAN under the terms of this 
insurance shall be reduced by the amount paid, payable or required 
to be provided under the laws of any state or federal government for 
the same bodily injury. 
The deductible amount, if any, set forth in the Declarations, or in 
any endorsement issued to form a part of this policy, shall apply 
only to the benefits otherwise payable to or for the benefit of the 
named insured and any relative. 
MULTIPLE POLICIES APPLICABLE TO ONE ACCIDENT-
NON-DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS 
Regardless of the number of motor vehicles insured or insurers 
(including self-insurers) providing security in accordance with ap-
plicable law, or the provisions of any other law providing for direct 
benefits without regard to fault for motor or any other vehicle acci-
dents, no person shall recover duplicate benefits for the same ex-
pense or loss. 
If any eligible injured person or dependent survivor is entitled to 
recover benefits under more than one policy, the maximum recov-
ery under all such policies shall not exceed the amount which 
would have been payable under the provisions of the policy provid-
ing the highest dollar limit of benefits payable. 
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SECTION II 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY. AUTOMOBILE MEDICAL EXPENSES 
AND PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED MOTORISTS 
ART 1. AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY COVERAGE 
METROPOLITAN will pay on behalf of the Insured ail sums which 
he Insured shall become legally obligated to pay as damages be-
ause of bodily Injury sustained by other persons, and property dam-
ge caused by an occurrence arising out of the ownership, main-
enance or use, Including loading or unloading, of the owned 
iutomobile. or a non-owned automobile: and to defend with attorneys 
selected by and compensated by METROPOLITAN, any suit against 
he insured seeking damages on account of such bodily injury or 
iroperty damage, even if any of the allegations of the suit are 
jroundless, false or fraudulent; and METROPOLITAN may make 
such investigation, negotiation and settlement of any claim or suit 
is it deems expedient. 
\dditional Payments METROPOLITAN Will Make: 
As respects the insurance afforded under the Automobile Liability 
Coverage and in addition to the applicable limits of liability METRO-
POLITAN will pay: 
(a) all expenses incurred by METROPOLITAN, all costs taxed 
against the insured in any suit defended by METROPOLITAN 
and all interest on the entire amount of any judgment there-
in which accrues after entry of the judgment and before 
METROPOLITAN has paid or tendered or deposited in court 
that part of the judgment which does not exceed the limit of 
METROPOLITAN'S liability thereon; 
(b) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit, pre-
miums on bonds to release attachments for an amount not 
in excess of the applicable limit of liability of this policy, 
and the cost of bail bonds required of the insured because 
of accident or traffic law violation arising out of the use of 
an automobile or trailer insured hereunder, not to exceed 
$250 per bail bond, but without any obligation to apply for 
or furnish any such bonds; 
(c) the insured's expenses for first aid to others at the time of 
an accident involving an automobile or trailer to which the 
Automobile Liability Coverage applies; 
(d) reasonable expenses incurred by the insured at METRO-
POLITAN'S request, including actual loss of wages or sal-
ary (but not loss of other income) not to exceed S25 per day 
because of his attendance at hearings or trials at such 
request. 
DEFINITIONS FOR PART I 
"automobile" means a four-wheel land motor vehicle designed for 
us8 y Wtifraiiy upon public roads, but automobile shall not include a 
midget automobile nor any vehicle while located for use as a resi-
dence or premises; 
"automobile business" means the business or occupation of selling, 
leasing, repairing, servicing, storing or parking of land motor ve-
hicles or trailers; 
"bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained 
by any person including death at any time resulting therefrom; 
"damages" with respect to bodily injury includes damages for care 
and loss of services resulting therefrom, and with respect to prop-
erty damage, damages for loss of use; 
^spred^means 
"*~
={§Fwith respect to an owned automobile. 
(1) the named insured or any rebiivs: 
(2) any other person using such automobile with the per-
mission of the named insured, provided his actual op-
eration or (if he is not operating) his other actual use 
thereof is within the scope of such permission, and 
(3) any other person or organization but only with respect 
to his or its liability because of acts or omissions of 
an insured under (a) (1) or (2) above; 
(b) with respect to a non-owned automobile. 
(1) the named insured: """ 
(2) a relative, but only with respect to a private passenger 
automobile or utility trailer, provided his actual oper-
ation or (if he is not operating) the other actual use 
thereof is with the permission, or reasonably believed 
to be with the permission, of the owner and is within 
the scope of such permission, and 
(3) any other person or organization not owning or hiring 
the automobile, but only with respect to his or its lia-
bility because of acts or omissions of an insured under 
(b)(1) or (2) above. 
"midget automobile" means a land motor vehicle of the type com-
monly referred to as "midget automobile/* "kart," "go-kart," 
"speedmobile" or a comparable name whether commercially built 
or otherwise; 
"named insured" means the person or persons named in the D-rtar-
jjmms ana the term named insures also includes the spouse of such 
person or persons if resident of the same household; 
"con-owned automobile" means an automobile which is neither 
owned bv nor furnished nor available for the reoularcfljsejof either 
The named insured or any relative, other than a temporary substitute 
automobile, and includes a otilitv trailer while used with any_such 
automobile: _ 
"occurrence" means an accident, including continuous or repeated 
exposure to conditions, which results in bodily injury or property 
damage neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the 
insured: 
"awnedatitQmDbHe"mMn<; 
(a) a private passenger automobile or utility automobile owned 
by the named insured and described in the Declarations to 
which the Automobile Liability Coverage of the policy ap-
plies and for which a specific premium for such insurance 
igctiargefl.gr 
(b) a private passenger automobile or utility automobile own-
ership of which is newly acquired by the named insured, 
provided (i) it replaces an owned automobile as defined in 
(a) above, or (ii) METROPOLITAN insures all automobiles 
owned by the named insured on the date of such acquisition 
and the named Insured notifies METROPOLITAN within 
thirty (30) days of such acquisition of his election to make 
this and no other policy issued by METROPOLITAN appli-
cable to such automobile and pays any additional premium 
required therefor, or 
(c) a temporary substitute automobile: 
and includes a utility trailer while used with any such autc-sSHe: 
"person" or "persons" means a natural person and not a corpora-
tion, partnership, association or business name: 
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'private passenger automobile" means a private passenger type 
lutomobila designed solely for the transportation of persons and 
heir personal luggage; 
'property damags" means .physical injury to or destruction of tap-
jible property which occurs during the policy period, including the 
oss of use thereof at any time resulting therefrom; 
'relative" means a person related to the named insured by blood, 
marriage or adoption, who is a resident of the same household, pro-
vided neither such person nor the spouse of such person owns a 
private passenger automobile. The named insured's unmarried and 
unemancipated children, while away from the household attending 
school or for active military service are deemed to be residents ol 
the household; 
"temporary substitute automobile" means an automobile not owned 
by the named insured or any resident of the same household, while 
temporarily used with the permission of the owner as a substitute 
for an owned automobile when withdrawn from normal use for ser-
vicing or repair or because of breakdown, loss or destruction; 
-utility automobile*' means an automobile of the pickup body, sedan 
delivery or panel type not used for business or commercial pur-
poses other than farming or ranching; 
"utility trailer" means 
(1) a trailer designed for use with a private passenger automo-
bile, if not an office, store, display or passenger trailer, or 
(2) a farm wagon or farm implement while used with a private 
passenger automobile or utility automobile. 
PART I. AUTOMOBILE MEDICAL EXPENSE COVERAGE 
METROPOLITAN will pay promptly when due, to or for the benefit 
of each eligible injured person, reasonable medical expenses in-
curred for services furnished within one year from the date of acci-
dent for bodily injury caused by accident arising out of the own-
ership, maintenance or use, including loading and unloading, of an 
automobile. 
DEFINITIONS FOR PART Z 
The definitions of "automobile," "automobile business," "bodily 
injury," "named insured," "non-owned automobile," "owned au-
tomobile," "person" or "persons," and "relative" under SECTION 
II, PART 1, apply, and when used in reference to this insurance 
(including endorsements forming a part of the policy): 
"eligible injured person" means 
(a) the named insured or any relative who sustains bodily injury 
in an accident involving an automobile; 
(b) any other person who sustains bodily injury (1) while 
occupying the owned automobile as a guest or passenger, or 
(2) while using the owned automobile, with the expressed or 
-implied consent of the named insured, or (3) while not oc-
cupying a motor vehicle through being struck by the owned 
automobile: 
(c) any other person who sustains bodily injury while occupying 
a non-owned automobile with the permission of the owner if 
the bodily injury results from the operation or occupancy of 
such non-owned automobile by the named insured or a 
relative; 
"medical expenses" means expenses for necessary medical, surgi-
cal, x-ray and dental services, including prosthetic devices, and 
necessary ambulance, hospital, professional nursing and funerai 
services: 
"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from. 
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PART 3. PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED MOTORISTS COVERAGE 
METROPOLITAN will pay al! sums which the insured c his legal 
representative shall be legally entitled to recover as damages be-
cause of bodily injury sustained by the Insured, caused by accident 
and arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of an unin-
sured highway vehicle: and. where the limits of liability for Protec-
tion Against Uninsured Motorist Coverage stated in the Declara-
tions exceeds the limits of liability required under the applicable 
motor vehicle financial reponsibility law, motor vehicle compulsory 
insurance law or any similar law of the state where the insured high-
way vehicle is principally garaged, an underinsured highway vehicle: 
provided, for the purposes of this coverage, determination as to 
whether the insured or such representative is legally entitled to re-
cover such damages, and if so. the amount thereof, shall be made by 
agreement between the insured or such representative and METRO-
POLITAN or, if they fail to agree, by arbitration. 
No judgment against any person or organization alleged to be le-
gally responsible for the bodily injury shall be conclusive, as be-
tween the insured and METROPOLITAN of the issues of liability of 
such person or organization or of the amount of damages to which 
the insured is legally entitled unless such judgment is entered pur-
suant to an action prosecuted by the insured or his legal represen-
tative with the written consent of METROPOLITAN. 
DEFINITIONS FOR PART 3 
The definitions of "bodily injury/* "damages," and "person" or 
"persons." under SECTION II. PART 1. apply and when used with 
reference to this insurance (including endorsements forming a part 
of the policy): 
"highway vehicle" means a land motor vehicle or trailer other than: 
(a) a farm type tractor or other farm equipment designed for 
use principally off public roads, while not upon public 
roads; 
(b) a vehicle operated on rails or crawler-treads, or 
(c) a vehicle while located for use as a residence or premises; 
"hit-and-run vehicle" means a highway vehicle which causes bodily 
injury to an insured arising out of physical contact of such vehicle 
with the insured or with a vehicle which the insured is occupying at 
the time of the accident provided: 
(a) there cannot be ascertained the identity of either the oper-
ator or owner of such highway vehicle: 
(b) the insured or someone on his behalf shall have reported 
the accident within 24 hours to a police, peace or judicial 
officer or to the Commissioner or Director of Motor Ve-
hicles, and shall have filed with METROPOLITAN within 
thirty (30) days thereafter a statement under oath that the 
insured or his legal representative has a cause or causes of 
action arising out of such accident for damages against a 
person or persons whose identity is unascertainable. and 
setting forth the facts in support thereof, and 
(c) at METROPOLITAN'S request, the insured or his legal repre-
sentative makes available for inspection the vehicle which 
the insured was occupying at the time of the accident: 
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'insured" means 
(a) the named insured and any other person designated as 
named insured in the Declarations, and, while residents of 
the same household, the spouse of any such named insured 
or relatives of either; 
(b) any other person while occupying an insured highway ve-
hicle, and 
(c) any person with respect to damages which such person is 
entitled to receive because of bodily injury to which this in-
surance applies sustained by an insured under (a) or (b) 
above. 
"insured highway vehicle" means a highway vehicle: 
(a) described in the schedule as an insured highway vehicle to 
which the bodily injury liability coverage of the policy 
applies; 
(b) while temporarily used as a substitute for an insured high-
way vehicle as described in subparagraph (a) above, when 
withdrawn from normal use because of its breakdown, re-
pair, servicing, loss or destruction; 
(c) while being operated by the named insured: 
but the term "insured highway vehicle" shall not include: 
(i) a vehicle while used as a public or livery conveyance; 
(ii) a vehicle while being used without the permission of the 
owner; 
(iii) under subparagraphs (b) and (c) above, a vehicle owned by 
the named insured or any resident of the same household as 
the named insured, or 
(iv) under subparagraphs (b) and (c) above, a vehicle furnished 
for the regular use of the named insured or any resident of 
the same household; 
"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from; 
"state" includes the District of Columbia, a territory or possession 
of the United States, and a province of Canada; 
"underinsured highway vehicle" means a highway vehicle with re-
spect to the ownership, maintenance or use of which there is, in at 
least the amounts specified by an applicable motor vehicle financial 
responsibility law, motor vehicle compulsory insurance law or any 
similar applicable law of the state in which the insured highway ve-
hicle is principally garaged, one or more bodily injury liability 
bonds or insurance policies applicable at the time of the accident 
with respect to any person or organization legally responsible for 
the use of such highway vehicle, but the sum of limits of liability of 
such bonds or policies is less than the applicable limits of liability 
under the Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage as 
stated in the Declarations under this policy; 
"uninsured highway vehicle" means: 
(a) a highway vehicle with respect to the ownership, main-
tenance or use of which there is, in at least the amounts 
specified by an applicable motor vehicle financial respon-
sibility lav/, motor vehicle compulsory insurance law or 
any similar applicable lav/ of the state in which the insured 
highway vehicle is principally garaged, no bodily injury lia-
bility bond or insurance policy applicable at the time of the 
accident with respect to any person or organization legally 
responsible for the use of such highway vehicle, or with the 
respect to which there is a bodily injury liability uond or 
insurance policy applicable at the time of the accident but 
the company writing the same denies coverage thereunder; 
or is or becomes insolvent; 
(b) a hit-and-run vehicle; 
but the term "uninsured highway vehicle" shall not include: 
(i) an insured highway vehicle: 
(ii) a'highway vehicle which is owned or operated by a self-
insurer within the meaning of an applicable motor vehicle 
financial responsibility lav/, motor vehicle compulsory in-
surance law, motor carrier law, or any similar applicable 
law, or 
(iii) a highway vehicle which is owned by the United States of 
America, Canada, a state, a political subdivision of any 
such government or an agency of any of the foregoing. 
EXCLUSIONS 
This policy does not apply: 
Under the Automobile Liability Coverage. 
(a) to bodily injury to any employee of the insured arising out of 
and in the course of employment oy we insured, but this 
exclusion does not apply to any such injury arising out of 
and in the course of domestic employment by the insured 
unless benefits therefor are in whole or in part either pay-
able or required to be provided under any workmen's com-
pensation law; 
(b) to bodily injury or property damage with respect to which an 
insured under this policy is also an insured under a nuclear 
energy liability policy issued by Nuclear Energy Liability 
Insurance Association, Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Un-
derwriters or Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada, or 
would be an insured under any such policy but for its termi-
- nation upon exhaustion of its limit of liability; 
Under the Automobile Liability and Automobile Medical Expense 
Coverages. 
(c) to bodily injury or property damage due to war; 
Under the Automobile Liability Coverage and, except with respect 
to bodily injury through being struck by an automobile, under the 
Automobile Medical Expense Coverage. 
(d) to any automobile or trailer while used as a public or livery 
conveyance, but this exclusion does not apply v/ith respect 
to the occupancy of a non-owned automobile by the named 
insured or a relative, other than as an operator thereof; 
(e) to any automobile or trailer while maintained or used by 
any person while such person is employed or otherwise en-
gaged in the automobile business, but this exclusion does 
not apply to the maintenance or use of an owned automobile 
(1) by the named insured or a relative, or (2) by any other 
insured in an automobile business in which the named in-
sured has an interest as proprietor or partner;^--N. 
(0 to a non-owned automobile while maintained oiujsedjbv any 
person while such person is employed or otherwise en-
gaged in any otnpr h n ^ i n ^
 nr nrmpafjpp but this exclu-
sion does not apply to a private passenger automouiie oper-
ated or occupied Dv ft* npfpEfl inxurefl nr n:s private 
chauffeur or domestic servant, or a utility trailer ussd 
therewith; 
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nder the Automobile Liability Coverage, 
(g) to anv automobile while being used for the towing of any 
trail-v owned or hired by the insured and not covered by 
like ' .urance in METROPOLITAN, or to any trailer covered 
by thi* policy while being used with any automobile owned 
or hired by the insured and not covered by like insurance in 
METROPOLITAN; 
(h) to bodily Injury to any fellow employee of the Insured in-
jured in the course of his employment if such injury arises 
out of the use of an automobile or trailer in the business of 
his employer, but this exclusion does not apply to the 
named insured with respect to injury sustained by any such 
fellow employee; 
(i) to property damage to (1) property owned or transported by 
the insured. (2) property rented to or in the charge of the 
insured other than a residence or private garage or (3) 
property as to which the insured is for any purpose exer-
cising physical control; 
nder the Automobile Medical Expense Coverage, 
(j) to bodily injury sustained while occupying any vehicle lo-
cated for use as a residence or premises; 
(k) to that amount of any medical expense which is paid or 
payable to or for the benefit of the injured person under the 
provisions of any (1) premises insurance affording benefits 
tor medical expenses, (2) workmen's compensation or disa-
bility benefits law, or (3) personal injury protection benefits 
provided or required by law to be provided under this 
policy; 
nder the Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage, 
(I) to bodily injury to an insured while occupying a highway ve-
hicle (other than an insured highway vehicle) owned by the 
named insured or by any relative resident in the same 
household as the named insured or through being struck by 
such a vehicle; 
(m) to bodily injury to an insured with respect to which such 
insured, his legal representative or any person entitled to 
payment under this coverage shall, without written con-
sent of METROPOLITAN, make any settlement with any per-
son or organization who may be legally liable therefor; 
(n) so as to inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any 
workmen's compensation or disability benefits carrier or 
any person or organization qualifying as a self-insurer un-
der any workmen's compensation or disability benefits law 
or any similar law, or . 
(o) to any personal injury protection benefits provided or re-
quired by law to be provided under this policy. 
LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Regardless of the number of (1) persons or organizations who are 
nsureds under this policy. (2) persons or organizations who sustain 
iDdily injury or property damage. (3) claims made or suits brought 
m account of bodily injury or property damage, or (4) automobiles or 
railers to which this policy applies, METROPOLITAN'S liability is 
imited as follows: 
Automobile Liability Coverage 
The limit for Automobile Liability Coverage Stated in the Decla-
rations i s applicable to "each occurrence" Is foe total limit of MET-
ROPOLITAN'S liability for ail damages as the result of'any one oc-
currence; provided with respect to any occurrence for which notice 
of this policy is given in lieu of'security or when this policy is certi-
fied as proof of financial responsibility for the future under the pro-
visions of the motor vehicle financial responsibility law of any state 
or province, such limit of liability shall be applied to provide the 
separate limits required by such law for bodily injury liability and 
property damags liability to the extent of the coverage required by 
such Jaw, but the separate application of such limit shall not in-
crease the total limit of METROPOLITAN'S liability. 
Automobile Medical Expense Coverage 
The limit for Automobile Medical Expense Coverage stated in the 
Declarations as applicable to "each person" is the limit of METRO-
POLITAN'S liability for all medical expense incurred by or on behalf 
of each person who sustains bodily injury as the result of any one 
accident; provided, however, that the maximum amount payable for 
funeral and burial expenses included hereunder shall not exceed 
$1,000 to or for the benefit of each person. 
Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage 
The limit for Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage 
stated in the Declarations as applicable to "each person" is the lim-
it of METROPOLITAN'S liability for all damages, arising out of bodily 
injury sustained by one person in any one accident, and subject to 
this provision, the limit of liability stated in the Declarations as ap-
plicable to "each accident" is the total limit of METROPOLITAN'S 
liability for all such damages for bodily injury sustained by two or 
more persons in any one accident. 
Any amount payable under the Protection Against Uninsured Mo-
torists Coverage because of bodily injury sustained in an accident 
by a person who is an insured under this coverage shall be reduced 
by 
(1) all sums paid on account of such bodily injury by or on be-
half of (i) the owner or operator of the uninsured highway 
vehicle or the underinsured highway vehicle, and (ib any 
other person or organization jointly or severally liable to-
gether with such owner or operator for such bodily injury, 
including all sums paid under the Automobile Liability Cov-
erage of the policy, and . . 
(2) the amount paid and the present value of all amounts pay? 
able on account of such bodily injury under any workmen's 
compensation law. disability benefits law or any similar 
law. 
Any payment made under the Protection Against Uninsured Mo-
torists Coverage to or for any insured shall be app'ied in redaction 
ot the amount of damages which he may be emitted to tecovei Uzw> 
any person insured under the Automobile Liability Coverage of 
this policy. 
METROPOLITAN shall not be obligated to pay under the Protec-
tion Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage that part of the damages 
which the insured may be entitled to recover from the owner or op-
erator of an uninsured highway vehicle or an underinsured highway 
vehicle which represents expenses for medical services paid or 
payable under the Automobile Medical Expense Coverage 
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KER INSURANCE 
omobile Liability and Automobile Medical Expense Coverages 
If the insured has other insurance against a loss to which the 
iomobile Liability Coverage applies or other automobile-insur-
;e affording benefits for automobile medical expenses against a 
s to which the Automobile Medical Expense Coverage applies, 
TROPOLITAN shall not be liable under this policy for a greater 
portion of such loss than the applicable limit of liability under 
; policy for such loss bears to the total applicable limit of liabil-
)f all valid and collectible insurance against such loss; provided, 
'ever, the insurance with respect to a temporary substitute I I H 
obiie or a non-owned automobile shall be excess insurance over 
other valid and collectible insurance and if the insured has oth-
xcess or contingent insurance applicable to loss arising out of 
use of a temporary substitute automobile or a non-owned automo-
METROPOLITAN shall not be liable under this policy for a 
iter proportion of such loss than the amount which would have 
i payable under this policy, had no such other insurance existed, 
s to the sum of said amount and the amounts which would have 
i payable under each other policy applicable to such toss, had 
i such policy been the only policy so applicable, 
ection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage 
'ith respect to bodily injury to an insured while occupying a high-
vehicle not owned by the named insured, the insurance under 
Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage shall apply 
as excess insurance over any other similar insurance avail- . 
to such insured and applicable to such vehicle as primary in-
ice, and this insurance shall then apply only in the amount by 
h the limit of liability for this coverage exceeds the applicable 
of liability of such other insurance, 
cept as provided in the foregoing paragraph, if the insured has 
similar insurance available to him and applicable to the acci-
the damages shall be deemed not to exceed the higher of the 
cable limits of liability of this insurance and such other insur-
and METROPOLITAN shall not be liable for a greater propor-
if any loss to which this Protection Against Uninsured Motor-
coverage applies than the limit of liability hereunder bears to 
urn of the applicable limits of liability of this insurance and 
other insurance. . 
:S INSURANCE 
;tion Against Uninsured Motorists insurance 
1 protection against uninsured motorist coverage afforded by 
)licy shall be excess over any personal injury protection ben-
equired by applicable law to be provided under this policy to 
ured. 
SECTION III 
LOSS TO THE COVERED AUTOMOBILE 
3POLITAN will pay for loss to the covered automobile or to a 
med private passenger automobile. The insurance afforded 
ider applies only for the amount of each loss in excess of the 
ible amount stated in the Declarations as applicable thereto, 
2d, however, that any deductible amount stated in the Dec-
ns as applicable to loss caused by collision shall not apply to 
used by collision with another automobile insured by METRO-
.N. For the purposes of this coverage, breakage of glass, and 
used by missiles, falling objects (other than an automobile), 
;ft or larceny, explosion, earthquake, riot, commotion or col-
/ith a bird or animal shall be deemed not to be a loss caused 
sion. 
METROPOLITAN Will Pay These Additional Costs: 
t . Costs of labor done at the place of disablement and for tow-
ing made necessary by the disablement of the covered au-
tomobile, not to exceed S25 per disablement. 
2. Loss to wearing apparel and luggage of the named insured or 
Relative not to exceed S200 for each occurrence while such 
property is in or upon the covered automobile, provided such 
loss is caused by a peril for which the covered automobile is 
insured. 
3. Transportation Expenses 
METROPOLITAN will reimburse the named insured for the 
cost of transportation: 
(a) from the place of disablement of the covered automobile 
to the place of intended destination, but not to exceed 
$10 for each occurrence, provided the disablement in-
volves a loss to the covered automobile with respect to 
which this policy affords insurance; 
(b) if there be a theft of the entire covered automobile, not 
to exceed S10 per day nor a total of more than $300 
incurred during the period starting 48 hours after the 
report of the theft to METROPOLITAN and ending when 
METROPOLITAN offers settlement for the theft. 
4. General Average and Salvage Charges 
METROPOLITAN will pay general average and salvage 
charges imposed with respect to the covered automobile 
being transported for which the insured becomes legally 
liable. 
EXCLUSIONS 
This insurance does not apply: 
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery 
conveyance; 
(b) to loss to a non-owned private passenger automobile arising 
out of its use by the insured while he is employed or other-
wise engaged in the automobile business; 
(c) to loss to any automobile not described in this policy if 
there is other valid and collectible insurance against such 
loss available to the insured; 
(d) to damage which is due and confined to wear and tear, 
freezing, mechanical or electrical breakdown or failure, un-
less such damage results from a theft covered by this 
policy; 
(e) to tires, unless damaged by fire, malicious mischief or van-
dalism, or stolen or unless the loss be coincident with and 
from the same cause as other loss covered by this policy; 
(0 to loss to 
(i) any device or instrument designed for the 
recording, reproduction, or recording and repro-
duction of sound unless such device or instru-
ment is permanently installed in the covered 
automobile; 
(ii) any tape, wire, record disc or other medium for 
use with any device or instrument designed for 
the recording, reproduction, or recording end re-
production of sound: 
(iii) or of any device, transceiver, instrument or com-
bination of devices or instruments designed for 
broadcasting or receiving as a Citizens Band ra-
dio, tv/o way mobile radio or telephone, includ.ng 
its accessories, equipment and antenna. 
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(g) to loss to a camper body designed for use with covered au-
tomobile and not designated in. the Declarations and for 
which no premium has been charged if such'campBr body 
was owned at the inception of the policy period or the in-
ception of any anniversary date or extension period thereof; 
(h) to loss due to 
(i) war, whether or not declared, civil war, insur-
rection, rebellion or revolution, or to any act or 
condition incident to any of the foregoing, 
(ii) radioactive contamination. 
DEFINITIONS 
he definitions of "automobile," "automobile business," "named 
isured," "occurrence," "private passenger automobile," "rela-
ive," "temporary substitute automobile," "utility automobile" and 
utility trailer" under SECTION II, PART 1, apply and when used in 
eference to this insurance (including endorsements forming a part 
if the policy): 
'camper body" means a body designed to be mounted upon a cov-
ired automobile and equipped as sleeping or living quarters; 
'collision" means (a) collision of a covered automobile with another 
object or with a vehicle to which such covered automobile is at-
tached, or (b) upset of such covered automobile; 
'covered automobile" means 
(a) a private passenger automobile, utility automobile or a trail-
er designed for use with a private passenger automobile 
owned by the named insured and described in the Declara- * 
tions as a covered automobile, and for which a specific pre-
mium for loss to such vehicle is charged, or 
(b) if not so described, such vehicle is newly acquired by the 
named insured during the policy period, provided it re-
places a described covered automobile and provided the 
named insured notifies METROPOLITAN within thirty (30) 
days of such acquisition of his election to make this and no 
other policy issued by METROPOLITAN applicable to such 
automobile and pays any additional premium required 
therefor; 
(c) a temporary substitute automobile; 
"insured" means (a) with respect to the owned automobile, the 
named insured and any other person or organization if not engaged 
in the automobile business, or as a carrier or other bailee for hire, 
maintaining, using or having custody of such automobile with per-
mission of the named Insured: (b) with respect to a non-owned au-
tomobile, the named insured or any relative, provided, such automo-
bile is a private passenger automobile, or utility trailer, and is being 
operated by. or is in the possession or control of, the named insured 
or such relative; 
"loss" means direct and accidental loss or damage; 
"non-owned private passenger automobile" means a private passen-
ger automobile not owned bv or furnished or available for the regu-
lar use of either the named insured or any relative but non-owned 
[ private passenger automomie does not include a temporary suostitute 
automobile. 
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LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
The limits of METROPOLITAN'S liability for loss shall not exceed the 
actual cash value of the property, or if the loss is of a part thereof 
the actual cash value of such part, at time of loss, nor what-it would 
then cost to repair or replace the property or such part thereof .vith 
other of like kind and quality. 
OTHER INSURANCE 
If the named insured has other insurance against a loss covered 
by this insurance. METROPOLITAN shall not be liable under this in-
surance for a greater proportion of such loss than the applicable 
limit of liability stated in the Declarations bears to the total appli-
cable limit of liability of all valid and collectible insurance against 
such loss. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 
The conditions are applicable to all sections and coverages, ex-
cept where specifically made applicable to only one or more sec-
tions or coverages. 
1. POUCY PERIOD. TERRITORY 
This policy applies only to accidents, occurrences and loss dur-
ing the policy period within the United States of America, its terri-
tories or possessions, or Canada, including loss to the automobile 
while being transported between ports thereof. 
2 . PREMIUM 
All premiums for this policy shall be computed in accordance 
with METROPOLITAN'S rules, rates, rating plans, premiums and 
minimum premiums applicable to the insurance afforded herein. 
On each anniversary of the effective date, the policy premium 
shall be computed in accordance with the manuals then in use by 
METROPOLITAN. 
Premiums are payableon the dates set forth in the Declarations 
If the named insured acquires ownership of a private passenger or 
utility automobile or a vehicle to be insured hereunder during the 
policy period he must notify METROPOLITAN within thirty (30) days 
after the date of such acquisition of his election to make this policy 
applicable to such automobile, except that the insurance under the 
Personal Injury Protection. Automobile Liability and Automobile 
Medical Expense Coverages shall apply automatically to such 
automobile if it replaces an owned automobile. Any additional pre-
mium shall be computed in accordance with the manuals in use by 
METROPOLITAN as of the date of such acquisition, and shall be 
paid promptly. 
Any premium adjustments made under this policy for any reason 
shall be rounded to the nearest dollar, in accordance with the man-
uals in use by METROPOLITAN. 
3. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY LAWS 
When this policy is certified as proof of financial responsibility 
for the future under the provisions of any motor vehicle financial 
responsibility law. such insurance as is afforded by this policy un-
der the Automobile Liability Coverage shall comply with the provi-
sions of such law to the extent of the coverages and limits required 
by such law. The insured agrees to reimburse METROPOLITAN for 
any payment made by METROPOLITAN which it would not have teen 
obligated to make under the terms of this policy except for the 
agreement contained in this paragraph 
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4 . LIBERALIZATION 
If METROPOLITAN revises this policy form with respect to policy 
provisions, endorsements or rules by which the insurance here-
under couid be extended or broadened without additional premium 
charge, such insurance as is afforded hereunder shall be so extend-
ed or broadened effective immediately upon approval or acceptance 
of such revisions during the policy period by the appropriate insur-
ance supervisory authority. 
METROPOLITAN may from time to time issue to the named in-
sured a replacement policy incorporating all policy changes effec-
tive on or before the date of issue of such replacement policy, but 
the issuance of such replacement policy shall not affect the liability 
of METROPOLITAN with respect to any accident, occurrence or loss 
occurring prior to said date of issue, nor shall it operate to increase 
the limit of METROPOLITAN'S liability otherwise applicable to such 
accident, occurrence or loss. 
5. OTHER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE IN METROPOLITAN 
With respect to any occurrence, accident or loss to which this 
and any other automobile insurance policy issued to the named in-
sured by METROPOLITAN also applies, the total limit of METRO-
POLITANS liability under ail such policies shall not exceed the high-
est applicable limit of liability or benefit amount under any one such 
policy. 
6. NOTICE 
In the event of an accident, occurrence or loss, written notice 
containing the particulars sufficient to identity the Insured or claim-
ant and also reasonably obtainable information with respect to the 
time, place and circumstances thereof, and the names and address-
es of the claimants and of available witnesses, shall be given by or 
for the insured to METROPOLITAN or any of its authorized agents as 
soon as practicable. In the event of theft tt.e insured shall also 
promptly notify the police. If claim is made or suit is brought 
against the Insured, he shall immediately forward to METROPOLI-
TAN every demand, notice, summons or other process received by 
him or his representative. 
If, before METROPOLITAN makes payment under the Personal In-
jury Protection Insurance or the Protection Against Uninsured Mo-
torist Insurance Coverages, the insured, claimant or the legal repre-
sentatives of either, shall institute any legal action for bodily injury 
against any person or organization legally responsible for the use of 
a vehicle involved in the accident, a copy of the summons and com-
plaint or other process served in connection with such legal action 
shall be forwarded immediately to METROPOLITAN by such insured, 
claimant or legal representative. 
7. ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION OF THE INSURED 
The Insured shall cooperate with METROPOLITAN and, upon MET-
ROPOLITAN'S request, assist in making settlements, in the conduct 
of suits and in enforcing any right of contribution or indemnity 
against any person or organization who may be liable to the insured 
because of bodily injury and property damage with respect to which 
insurance is afforded under this policy; and the insured shall attend 
hearings and trials and assist in securing and giving evidence and 
obtaining the attendance of witnesses. The insured shall not, except 
at his own cost, voluntarily make any payment, assume any obliga-
tion or incur any expense other than for first aid to others at the 
time of accident. 
After notice of claim under the Protection Against Uninsured Mo-
torists Insurance Coverage. METROPOLITAN may require the in-
sured to take such action as may be necessary cr ap^cpnate to 
preserve his right to recover damages from any person or organiza-
tion alleged to be legally responsible for the bodily injury: and m any 
action against METROPOLITAN, METROPOLITAN may require the in-
sured to join such person or organization as a party defendant." 
81 ACTION AGAINST METROPOLITAN 
Sections I and II 
No action shall lie against METROPOLITAN unless, as a condition 
precedent thereto, the insured shall have fully complied with all the 
terms of this policy, nor shall an action lie under the Automobile 
Liability Coverage until the amount of the insured's obligation to 
pay shall have been finally determined either by judgment against 
the insured after actual trial or by written agreement of the insured, 
the claimant and METROPOLITAN. 
Any person or organization or the legal representative thereof 
who has secured such judgment or written agreement shall there-
after be entitled to recover under this policy to the extent of the 
insurance afforded by this policy. No person or organization shall 
have any right under this policy to join METROPOLITAN as a party 
to any action against the Insured to determine the insured's liability, 
nor shall METROPOLITAN be impleaded by the Insured or his legal 
representative. Bankruptcy or insolvency of the insured or of the 
Insured's estate shall not relieve METROPOLITAN of any of its obli-
gations hereunder. 
Section III 
No action shall lie against METROPOLITAN unless, as a condition 
precedent thereto, there shall have been full compliance with all the 
terms of this policy, nor until thirty (30) days after proof of loss is 
filed and the amount of loss is determined as provided in this policy. 
9. MEDICAL REPORTS: PROOF AND PAYMENT OF CLAIM 
Sections I and II 
As soon as practicable, or within the number of days specified by 
applicable law, the person making claim shall give to METROPOLI-
TAN written proof of claim for Personal Injury Protection Insurance, 
Automobile Medical Expense Coverage or Protection Against Unin-
sured Motorists Coverage, including full particulars of the nature 
and extent of the injuries, treatment and other details entering into 
the determination of the amount payable. The injured person shall 
submit to physical examinations by physicians selected by METRO-
POLITAN when and as often as METROPOLITAN may reasonably re-
quire, and he, or in the event of his incapacity or death, his legal 
representative, or the person or persons entitled* to sue therefor, 
shall upon each request from METROPOLITAN execute authorization 
to enable METROPOLITAN to obtain medical reports and copies of 
records. 
Under the Personal injury Protection Insurance and Protection 
Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage, the insured and every other 
person making claim shall submit to examinations under oath by 
any person named by METROPOLITAN and subscribe the same, as 
often as may reasonably be required. Proof of claim shall be made 
upon forms furnished by METROPOLITAN, unless METROPOLITAN 
shall have failed to furnish such forms within fifteen (15) days after 
receiving notice of claim. 
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Under the Persona! Injury Protection Insurance and Automobile 
sdical Expense Coverage, METROPOLITAN may pay the injured 
rson or any person or organization rendering the services and 
ich payment shall reduce the amount payable hereunder for such 
jury. Payment hereunder shall not constitute an admission of lia-
lity of any person or, except hereunder, of METROPOLITAN. 
Any amount due under the Personal Injury Protection Insurance 
• Protection Against Uninsured Motorists Coverage is payable (a) 
i the insured, or (b) if the Insured be a minor to his parent or guard-
n, or (c) if the insured be deceased to his surviving spouse, ether-
ise (d) to a person authorized by law to receive such payment or to 
person legally entitled to recover the damages which the payment 
•presents; provided METROPOLITAN may at its option pay any 
Tiount due in accordance with division (d) hereof. 
I INSURED'S DUTIES IN EVENT OF LOSS (Under Section III] 
In the event of loss, the insured shall: 
(a) protect the automobile, whether or not the loss is covered 
by this policy, and any further loss due to the insured's fail-
ure to protect shall not be recoverable under this policy; 
reasonable expenses incurred in affording such protection 
shall be deemed incurred at METROPOLITAN'S request; 
(b) file with METROPOLITAN within ninety-one (91) days, or 
within the number of days specified by applicable law, after 
loss, his sworn proof of loss in such form and including 
such information as METROPOLITAN may reasonably re-
quire and shall, upon METROPOLITAN'S request, exhibit the 
damaged property and submit to examination under oath. 
I . APPRAISAL (Under Section III) 
If the insured and METROPOLITAN fail to agree as to the amount 
>f loss, either may, within sixty (60) days after proof of loss is filed, 
Jemand an appraisal of the loss. In such event the insured and MET-
ROPOLITAN shall each select a competent appraiser, and the ap-
)raisers shall select a competent and disinterested umpire. The ap-
praisers shall state separately the actual cash value and the 
amount of loss and failing to agree shall submit their differences to 
[he umpire. An award in writing of any two shall determine the 
amount of loss. The insured and METROPOLITAN shall each pay his 
chosen appraiser and shall bear equally the other expenses of the 
appraisal and umpire. 
12. PAYMENT OF LOSS (Under Section III] 
METROPOLITAN may pay for the loss in money; or may repair or 
replace the damaged or stolen property; or may, at any time before 
the loss is paid or the property is so replaced, at its expense return 
any stolen property to the named insured, or at its option to the 
address shown in the Declarations with payment for any resultant 
damage thereto; or may take all or such part of the property at the 
agreed or appraised value but there shall be no abandonment to 
METROPOLITAN. METROPOLITAN may settle any claim for loss ei-
ther with the insured or the owner of the property. 
13. LOSS PAYEE (Under Section IIQ 
loss, if any. under this policy shall be payable as interest may 
appear to the person or organization named in the Declarators as 
Loss Payee and this insurance as to the interest of the bailment 
lessor, conditional vendor or mortgagee or assignee of bailment 
lessor, conditional vendor or mortgagee (herein called the lien-
holder) shall not be invalidated by any act or neglect of the lessee, 
mortgagor or owner of the within described automobile nor by any 
change in the title or ownership of the property, provided, however, 
that the conversion, embezzlement or secretion by the lessee, 
mortgagor or purchaser in possession of the property insured under 
a bailment Ieas6, conditional sale, mortgage or other encumbrance 
is not covered under this policy, unless specifically insured against 
and premium paid therefor; and provided, also, that in case the 
lessee, mortgagor or owner shall neglect to pay any premium due 
under fcs policy the lienholder shall, on demand, pay the same. 
Provided also, that the lienholder shall notify METROPOLITAN of 
any change of ownership or increase of hazard which shall come to 
the knowledge of said lienholder and, unless permitted by this pol-
icy, it shall be noted thereon and the lienholder shall, on demand, 
pay the premium for such increased hazard for the term of the use 
thereof; otherwise this policy shall be null and void. 
METROPOLITAN reserves the right to cancel this policy at any 
time as provided by its terms, but in such case METROPOLITAN 
shall notify the lienholder when not less than ten (10) days there-
after such cancellation shall be effective as to the interest of said 
leinhofder therein, and METROPOLITAN shall have the right, on like 
notice, to cancel this agreement. 
If the insured fails to render proof of loss within the time granted 
in the conditions of this policy, such lienholder shall do so within 
sixty (60) days thereafter, in form and manner as provided by this 
policy, and further, shall be subject to the provisions of this policy 
relating to appraisal and time of payment and of bringing suit. 
Whenever METROPOLITAN shall pay the lienholder any sum for 
loss under this policy and shall claim that, as to the lessee, mortga-
gor or owner, no liability therefor existed, METROPOLITAN shall, to 
the extent of such payment be thereupon legally subrogated to all 
the rights of the party to whom such payment shall be made, under 
all securities held as collateral to the debt, or may at its option, pay 
to the lienholder the whole principal due or to grow due on the mort-
gage with interest, and shall thereupon receive a full assignment and 
transfer of the mortgage and of all such other securities; but no 
subrogation shall impair the right of the lienholder to recover the 
full amount of its claim. 
Whenever a payment of any nature becomes due under this pol-
icy, separate payment may be made to each party at interest pro-
vided METROPOLITAN protects the equity of all parties. 
14. NO BENEFIT TO BAILEE (Under Section 111) 
The insurance afforded by this policy shall not inure directly or 
indirectly to the benefit of any carrier or other bailee for hire liable 
for loss to the automobile. 
15. SUBROGATION 
Subject to any applicable limitations set forth in applicable law, 
in the event of any payment under this policy, METROPOLITAN shall 
be subrogated to all the insured's or eligible injured persons' right of 
recovery therefor against any person or organization and the insur-
ed or eligible injured person shall execute and deliver instruments 
and papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such 
' rights, and shall do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights. 
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16. REIMBURSEMENT AND TRUST AGREEMENT 
Under Sections I and II, subject to any applicable limitations set 
orth in applicable law, in the event of payment to any person under 
he Personal Injury Protection Insurance, Automobile Medical Ex-
>ense Coverage or the Protection Against Uninsured Motorists In-
surance Coverages: 
(a) METROPOLITAN shall be entitled to the extent of such pay-
ment to the proceeds of any settlement or judgment that 
may result from the exercise of any rights of recovery of 
such person against any person or organization legally re-
sponsible for the bodily injury because of which such pay-
ment is made, including the proceeds of any settlement 
with or judgment against a person or organization who is 
an insured under the Automobile Liability Coverage of this 
policy; 
(b) such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of METRO-
POLITAN all rights of recovery which he shall have against 
such other person or organization because of such bodily 
injury; 
(c) such person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall 
do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights; 
(d) If requested in writing by METROPOLITAN; such person 
shall take, through any representative designated by MET-
ROPOLITAN, such action as may be necessary or appro-
priate to recover such payment as damages from such oth-
er person or organization, such action to be taken in the 
name of such person: in the event of a recovery, METRO-
POLITAN shall be reimbursed out of such recovery for ex-
penses, costs and attorneys' fees incurred by it in connec-
tion therewith; 
(e) such person shall execute and deliver to METROPOLITAN 
such instruments and papers as may be appropriate to se-
cure the rights and obligations of such person and METRO-
POLITAN established by this provision. 
7. CHANGES 
The terms of this policy may not be waived or changed except by 
lolicy endorsement hereto, signed by an executive officer of 
/IETROPOLITAN. 
8. ASSIGNMENT 
Assignment of interest under this policy shall not bind METRO-
POLITAN until its consent is endorsed hereon; if. however, the in-
ured named in Item 1 of the Declarations, or his spouse if a resident 
f the same household, shall die, this policy shall cover (a) the 
urvivor as named insured, (b) his legal representative as named 
isured but only while acting within the scope of his duties as such, 
nd (c) any person having proper temporary custody of an owned 
utomobile. as an insured, until the appointment and qualification 
f such legal representative. 
19. CANCELLATION 
This policy may be cancelled by MM* insured name* in Item 1 of 
the Declarations by mailing to Ml I ROPOLITAN written notice 
st2ting when thereafter the cancotljimn shall be effective. 
This p.olicy may be cancelled by Ml 1 ROPOLITAN. 
(a) tf the named insured fails to discharge when due any of his 
obligations in connection with the payment of premiums for 
this policy or any installment thereof, 
(b) if the driver's license of th« named insured or any other op-
erator who either resides in the same household or custo-
marily operates an automobile insured under this policy 
has been under suspension or revocation during the twelve 
(12) month period preceding the effective date of 
cancellation, 
(c) if this policy is to be replaced by another policy issued by 
METROPOLITAN to be effective as of the effective date of 
cancellation of this policy, or 
(d) if this policy has been in c\U:tA less than sixty (60) days at 
the time notice of cancellation is mailed, 
by mailing to the insured named in Itwn 1 of the Declarations at the 
address shown in this policy written notice stating when not less 
than the number of days thereafter required by applicable law, or 
in any event not less than twenty (M) days thereafter, such can-
cellation shall be effective. 
In ail other circumstances this policy may be cancelled by MET-
ROPOLITAN in accord with applicable law, as of any anniversary of 
its effective date by mailing, not lc«.t than the number of days re-
quired by such applicable law or in wry event not less than thirty 
(30) days before such anniversary, written notice thereof tc the in-
sured named in Item 1 of the Declarations at the address shown 
in this policy. 
The mailing of notice shall be stiff.'Cient proof of notice and the 
effective date and hour of canceltatiw. stated therein shall become 
the end of the policy period. Delivery of such written notice, either 
by such insured or by METROPOLIAN, shall be equivalent to 
mailing. 
Notwithstanding the agreement r.':i forth in the foregoing provi-
sions, this policy shall, on the effort /e date of any replacement 
automobile insurance policy not issued by METROPOLITAN, termi-
nate with respect to any automobile c^ignated in both policies. 
If the policy is cancelled, earned pwnium shall be computed pro* 
rata and return premiums shall be r i n d e d to the nearest dollar.' 
Premium adjustment may be made cifr^r at the time cancellation is 
effected or as soon as practicable dUkf cancellation becomes effec-
tive, but payment or tender of uneorr,^ premium is not a condition 
of cancellation. 
20. PARTICIPATION 
This policy is a participating policy The Board of Directors may 
from time to time, in its discretion, cJ^.:*re and authorize the distri-
bution of dividends with respect to ^%/ticipating policies and the 
insured named in Item 1 of the D c ^ i o n s shall, to the extent 
and upon the conditions fixed an-I determined by the Board of 
Directors, participate in such divici^ri-; distribution. 
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21 . DECLARATIONS 
By acceptance of this policy, the insured named in Item 1 of the 
Declarations agrees that the statements in the Declarations and in 
any subsequent application accepted by METROPOLITAN which 
are offered as an inducement to METROPOLITAN to issue or con-
tinue this policy, are his agreements and representations, that 
this policy is issued and continued in reliance upon the truth of 
such representations and that this policy embodies ail agreements 
existing between himself and METROPOLITAN or any of its agents 
relating to this insurance. 
22. ARBITRATION 
If any person making claim under the Protection Against Unin-
sured Motorists Coverage and METROPOLITAN do not agree that 
such person is legally entitled to recover damages from the owner 
or operator of an uninsured highway vehicle because of bodily injury 
to the insured, or do not agree as to the amount of payment which 
may be owing hereunder, or do not agree as to the coverage of in-
surance hereunder, then, upon written election of the insured, the 
matter or matters upon which such person and METROPOLITAN do 
not agree shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the 
rules of the American Arbitration Association, unless other means 
of conducting the arbitration are required by applicable law or are 
agreed to between the insured and METROPOLITAN, and judgment 
upon the award rendered by the arbitrators) may be entered in any 
court having jurisdiction therof. Such person and METROPOLITAN 
each agree to consider itself bound and to be bourd by any award 
made by the arbitrator(s) pursuant to this provision. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the METROPOLITAN PROPERTY AND LIA-
BILITY INSURANCE COMPANY has caused this policy to be signed 
by its President and its Secretary at Warwick, Rhode Island, and 
countersigned on the Declarations by a duly authorized 
representative. 
Secretary 
President 
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See NAMED INSURED AND ADDRESS in the Automobile Insurance Schedule below. 
From: 1 1 * 2 7 * 6 0 to the effective date ot cancellation, 12:01 A.M. 
standard lime a! the address of the named insured as stated in the policy. 
Policy Anniversary Date: 1 1 * 2 7 
I - PREMIUM PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
*n lor mis policy is payable on the _ day of 
JAN I APR! JULYI OCT 
» n notice of interim amendments. 
4 - OWNERSHIP 
s otherwise stated in the Special Information section of the Automobile Insurance Schedule, 
*ned automobjle(s) is solely owned Dy the named insured subject to the interest of any lien-
• herein. 
ITEM S - COVERAGE IRDED 
Tne policy applies to ti.« ^wned automobile(s) described in the Automobile Insurant 
Scneduie issued hereunder, which is hereby made a pan of these declarations, ar 
anords with respect to said owned automobiie(s) as of the effective oaie specified 
the Automobile Insurance Schedule, the coveuges indicated herein as applicable her 
to by entry ot specific premium charge or charges. 
. ITEM 6 - LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNTS 
The limit of the Company's liability tor the applicable coverages Incluoino deducts 
amounts, If any. shall be as indicated In the Automobile insurance Schedule subject 
all the terms of the policy having reference thereto. 
ITEM 7 - PLACE OF GARAGING 
Unless otherwise stated in the Special Information section of the Automobile Insuran 
Schedule the owned automobile(s) is principally garaged at the address ot the nam 
insured as stated in tne policy. 
ITEM 1 - LOSS PAYEE 
As stated in the policy any loss under Loss to Covered Automobile is payable 
interest may appear to the named insured and to the loss payee, if any, specified m t 
Automobile insurance Schedule. 
olicy, including all endorsements 
J herewith, is hereby countersigned b y . 
6126123 
.Authorized Represental 
ftOPOLITAN PROPERTY ANO LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE SCHEDULE t i m e d to form pari of the DtcUrat iont 
" 1 * V£H>CU2 | V£H»a 
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' I 
I VEHICLE P0UCVNOH8ER 
625673 0 
SCHEDULE tmc i iv fOAU 
11*27-60 
T m Of TRANSACTION 
NEW 
FlEl 0 REPRESENT ATlVE'S COOt 
6126423 
SI ATE COOt 
H3 
TERRITORY 
COOt OH 
IMEO 
iUREO 
(NO 
MESS 
NEAL U FINLAYSON 
7565 SO AUTUMN OR 
WEST JORDAN UT 6<i06<» 
DIAL-A-SERVICE S E E S E R V I C E D I R E C T O R Y 
DIAL-A-CLA1M SERVICE SEE CLAIM DIRECTORY 
OR WRITE TO 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPAf 
P.O.BOX 5 5 5 5 ORANGE CA* 9 2 6 6 7 
NAME DATE Of WAT H IppZ NAME DATE OT NEAL ' FINMTSQN TERM HNIAYSQN Ff* 
'EA(S) 
n r 
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PRO-RATA CHANCE IN THI 
QUARTER ANNUAL PREMIU 
POR THIS TRANSACTION 
INCREASE OECRi 
m numo*f s ol wvdorswwns forming d part of this policy or .iUcr>*j lu the puiicy P&LL 
DESCRIPTION 
OF 
OWNED 
UTOMOfilLE(S) 
VEH YEAH 
80 
THAOENAME 
CHEVROLET 
VEHICLE lOENTlHCATlO* MUMbER (Vlfc) 
lZ37KAK*»*»ei6l 
MOOEL 
M CARLO 
iOOYTYK 
2 D H 
(5aCw*f 
011199 
SS PAYEE 
DATA 
V E i * l 
VEH 
MAC 2323 FOOTHILL BLVO SALT LAKE CITY UT 64 
EClALiNFOiiMATlOM 
BASIC PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION BENEFITS APPLY UP TO THE FOLLOWING LIMITS FC 
ICH ELIGIBLE PERSON! 
. S2t000 MAXIMUM FOR MEOICAL EXPENSES! B, $5% OF GROSS INCOME NOT TO EXCEED si! 
ER WEEK UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 52 UEEKSI C. S12 PER DAY FOR LOSS OF SERVICES UP TO 
AXIMUM OF 365 OAYSf 0. SI.000 FOR FUNERAL EXPENSES! E. *2.Q0Q TOTAL FOR SURVIVJ 
ENEFITS TO HEIRS. 
ftEM \ 
ITEM 2 
POLICY 
PEAIOO 
S*e NAMED INSURED AND ADORESS in tl .tomoDile Insurance Schedule t*lo«. 
Horn: 1 1 * 2 7 * 6 0 to the effective dale of cancellation, 12:01 AM 
standard time at the address of the named insured as staled in the policy. 
Policy Anniversary Date: 1 1 * 2 7 
EM 3 - PREMIUM PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
remium tor this policy is payable on the 
JAN | 
27 TH 
APR I JULY! OCT 
day of 
rid upon notice of interim amendments. 
ITEM 5 - C O V E f AFFORDED 
The policy applie* *he owned automoblle(s) described in the Automobile ln< 
Schedule issued hereunder, whicn is hereby made a pan of thes« aectarauoi 
aflords with respect to said ownod automobile(s) as of the effective oate spec 
the Automobile insurance Schedule, the coveiages indicated herein as applicab 
to by entry of specific premium charge or charges. 
M 6 - LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND DEDUCTIBLE AMOUMTS 
The limit of the Company's liability tor the applicable coverages including dec 
amounts. It any, shall be as indicated in the Automobile Insurance Schedule su 
all the terms ut the policy having reference thereto. 
ITEM 7 - PLACE OF GARAGING 
Unless otherwise stated in the Special Information section of the Automobile Ins 
Schedule the owned automoblie(s) is principally garaged at the address of the 
insured as staled in the policy. 
TEM 4 - OWNERSHIP 
nless otherwise staled In the Special Information section of the Autooiobij/lnsurance Schedule, 
le owned automobt!6(s) is solely owned by the named insured subject t/ine interest of any lien-
older herein. 
ITEM a - LOSS PAYEE 
As stated in the policy any loss under Loss to Covered Automobile is pay; 
interest rruy appear to the named insured and to the loss payee, if any. speciliei 
Automobile insurance Schedule. 
Ms policy, including all endorsements 
sued herewith, is hereby countersigned by. 
6126H23 
.Authorized Repres 
IETR0POLITAN PROPERTY AND LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE SCHEDULE It iued to form part of the DecUrat 
! VEHICLE 1 f VILHICU2 J V POLICY NUMBER 
26625673 0 
SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE DATE 
11-27-80 
T/pt Of TRANSACTION 
NEW 
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INSURED 
AND 
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NEAL U FINLAYSON 
7565 SO AUTUMN DR 
WEST JORDAN UT 61064 / 
/ 
DIAL-A-SERVICE SEE S E R V I C E D I R E C T O 
DIAL-A-CLAiM SERVICE SEE CLAIM DIRECTORY 
OR WRITE TO 
METROPOLITAN PROPERTY ANO LIABILITY INSURANCE COM 
P . O . B O X 5 5 5 5 ORANGE CA« 9 2 6 6 7 
/ NAME O A i k o r biRiM NAME OATI 
NEAL ' nNUTSQN PPP- TERRI FINLAYSON 112. 
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1 0 0 , 0 0 0 
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NUAL 
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PRO-RATA CHANGE INI 
QUARTER ANNUAL Pfi£l« 
PORTHISTRANSACTM 
INCREASE DEC 
P617 
•mnrr 
f»aom*l DESCRIPTION OF 
OWNED 
UiTOMOfilU(S) 
VEN YEAR 
60 ' V R Q i E CHE OL T 
7 I 
VtHlCU IDfcNlIf iCATtON N U M t t f t A I N I 
1Z37KAKHH6161 
MODE I 
M CARLO 
tCOTlYK 
2 DR •P.1U9Q 
DSS PAYEE 
DATA « H 
iHAC 2323 FOOTHILL BLVO SALT LAKE CITY UT 6 
•ECIAL INFORMATION / 
BASIC PERSONAL 1HJURTPROTECTION BENEFITS APPLY UP TO THE FOLLOWING LIMITS F 
ACH ELIGIBLE PERSON: 
• J2.000 MAXIMUM FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES! B, fl5K Or GROSS INCOME NOT TO EXCEED Si 
ER WEEK UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 52 WEEKS! C. *%2 PER DAY FOR LOSS OF SERVICES UP TO 
AXIMUM OF 365 DAYSt 0, S1«000 FOR FUNERAL EXPENSESI E. J2.Q0Q TOTAL FOR SURVIV 
ENEFITS TO HEIRS. 
-^hi brf C 
X 
RICK MIZUTA & BEDDY WALKER, DBA: THE 
ANIMAL HOUSE 
716 SOUTH STATE STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8*f111 
SAME 
CROWLEY INSURANCE AGENCY INC 
5*+3 EAST LfOO SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8M-102 
9-16-82 9-16-83 
TAVERN 
NIL NIL 
90 _10,000 
NIL NIL 
GLASS SCHEDULE PER MPOM-60(7-77) 
PER CL69359 
PER CL69359 
250 
PRODUCTS HAZARD REDEFINED PER G611(7-66) 
PER CL69359 
PER CL69359 
10,000 
r 
:::V!N/A 
J. 
rP/ts._10^5-3_2 
.', V. •' N L ' S V.i it 
A , , ••» -.>» '.?'••. C.-wnp.i.'.^ 
7-77 
AS PER END'T A 
AS PER END'T A 
AS PER END'T A 
1,085 1,085 
AS PER END'T A 
Salt Lake City, Utah •ijfew&cfce 
MM /n policy declarations. 
Unless otherwise stated, this endorsement forms a part of the policy to which 
attached as of issue, provided such attachment is stated in the policy declarations. 
Otherwise, this endorsement is issued lor attachment to and fonns a pdit of the 
policy numbered below, eltective only on the date indicated on this endorsement 
S U r B H C B but at the same time or hour of the day as the policy became effective. 
APANY ' ' " "" " j PREMIUM ~ 
Royal 
Named Insured (and address, zip code, when necessary for mailing) 
SIGNED BY 
SYMBOL & NUMBER 
Add'l. | 1 Return % _ _ | ' ! P Y N F 5 9 7 8 8 
Producer (and address, ?ip code, for mailing) 
"1 
J 
ENDORSEMENT A 
FORMS AND ENDORSEMENTS ATTACHED TO POLICY AT TIME OF ISSUANCE: 
ALL SECTIONS: 83903, MP0090(7-77), MP0127(12-79) 
Section I Section II Section III 
MP0^60(7-77) 
MP101AC7-77) 
MP999 K7-77) 
67905A 
CL69359 
67909 
0611(7-66) 
GL0019(7-78) 
GL0026(3-81) 
GL0027(3-8D 
MPO>+50(7-77) 
MP0307(7-77) 
CHANGE OF NAME NOTIFICATION Rovsl bwumnc* £ & 
^_____ , ™- Q 
THIS NOTIF ICAT ION FORMS A P A R T OF T H E POLICY TO WHICH IT IS A T T A C H E D . 
The name of Royal Globe Insurance Company has been changed to Royal Insurance Company of Amer ica . T h i s 
is a change of name only and does not af fect the l i a b i l i t y and obl igat ions of the Company under the terms and 
condi t ions of i ts po l i c i es . If the name Royal Globe Insurance Company appears, the name Royal Insurance 
Company of America is subst i tu ted in i ts s tead . 
83903 
/{* . . SPECIAL MULTI-PERIL POLICY CONDITIONS AND DEFINITIONS MP 00 90 
\%fi/ GENERAL CONDITIONS (Ed. 07 77) 
The following Conditions apply to Section I and II except as otherwise ind 
appear in the specific coverage sections 
1. Premium. All premiums for this policy shall be computed in accor-
dance with the Company's rules, rates, rating plans, premiums and mini 
mum piemiums applicable to the insurance afforded herein. 
If this policy is issued for a period in excess of one year with a specified 
expiration date and a premium is payable at each anniversary, such pre-
mium shall be determined annually on the basis ol the rates in elfect at 
the anniversary date. 
If this policy is issued for a period without a specified expiration date, it 
may be continued by payment of the required premium for the succeed 
mg annual period. Such premium must be paid to the Company pnor to 
each anniversary date, if not so paid, this policy shall expire on the lust 
anniversary date that the said premium has not been received by the 
Company 
2. Time of Inception. To the extent that coverage in this policy replaces 
coverage in other policies terminating noon standard time on the incep 
tion date of this policy, coverage under this policy shall not become eftec 
tive until such other coverage has terminated. 
3. Cancellation. This policy may be cancelled by the named insured by 
surrender thereof to the Company or any of its authorized agents or by 
mailing to the Company written notice stating when thereafter the cancel 
laiton shall be effective. This policy may be cancelled by the Company 
by mailing to the named insured at the mailing address shown in the Dec 
lar.itiuns. wntten notice stating when not less than ten days thereafter 
,vu»h ;amHlation shall be effective. The mailing o! notice as aforesaid shall 
be suttiuent pi out uf notice The tune ul surrender or the effective date and 
hour ot cancellation stated in the notice shall become the end ol the policy 
ptfiod. Delivery ot such written notice either by the named insured or by 
the Company shall be equivalent to mailing. 
It the named insured cancels, the Company shall, upon demand and sur-
render of this policy, refund the excess of paid premium above the cus-
tomary short rates for the expired time If the Company cancels, earned 
premium shall be computed pro rata. Premium adjustment may be made 
either at the time cancellation is effected or as soon as practicable alter 
cancellation becomes effective, but payment or tender of unearned pre-
mium is not a condition ot cancellation. 
Notice of cancellation addressed to the named insured and mailed to the 
mailing address shown in the Declarations shall be suflicient notice to 
effect cancellation of this policy. 
4. Concealment or Fraud. This policy is void it any insured has inten 
t»onally concealed or misrepresented any material tact or circumstance 
relating to this insurance. 
b. Assignment. Assignment ot interest under this policy shall not bind 
the Company until its consent is endorsed hereon. However, it the named 
insured shall die, this insurance shall apply: 
«a)to the named insured's legal representative, as the named insured, 
but only while acting within the scope of his duties as such; or 
vb)to the person having temporary custody of the property of the 
named insured but only until the appointment and qualification of 
the le^ai representative. 
icated. Additional Conditions or modifications of the following Conditions may 
6. Subrogation. 
(a) In the event of any payment under this policy, the Company shall 
be subrogated to all the insured s rights of recovery against any 
person or organisation and the insured shall execute and deliver instru-
ments and papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such 
rights. The insured shall do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights. 
(b) Ttie Company shall not be bound to pay any loss if the insured has 
impaired any right of recovery for loss; however, it is agreed that 
the insured may. 
(1) as respects property while on the premises ol the insured, 
release others in writing from liability tor loss prior to loss, and 
such release shall not affect the right of the insured to recover 
hereunder, and 
(2) as respects property in transit, accept such bills of lading, 
receipts or contracts of transportation as are ordinarily issued 
by carriers containing a limitation as to the value of such goods 
or merchandise 
7. Inspection and Audit. Ihe Company shall be permitted but not obli-
gated to inspect the named insured's property and operations at any 
tune Neither the Company's right to make inspections "nor the making 
thereof nor any report thereon shall constitute an undertaking on behalf 
of or tor the benefit of the named insured or others to determine or 
wirrant that such property Of operations are sale or healthful or are in 
compliance with any law, rule or regulation. 
The Company may examine and audit the named insured's books and 
records at any time during the policy period and extensions and within 
three years alter the final termination of this policy, as tar as they relate 
to the subject matter of this insurance. 
8. Liberalization Clause. In the event any filing is submitted to the in-
surance supervisory authorities on behalf of the Company, and: 
la) the filing is approved oi accepted by the insurance authorities 
to be effective while this policy is in force or within 45 days prior to 
its inception, and 
(bMhe filing includes insurance forms or ottitr provisions that 
would extend or broaden this insurance by endorsement or sub-
stitution of form, without additional premium, 
the benHit of such extended or broadened insurance shall inure to the 
benefit of the insured as though the endorsement or substitution of form 
had been made 
9. Insurance Under More Than One Coverage, Part or Endorsement. In 
the event that more than one coverage, part or endorsement ol this policy 
insures the same loss, damage or claim, the Company shall not be liable 
for more than the actual loss or damage sustained by the insured. 
10. Waiver or Change of Provisions. The terms of this insurance shall not 
be waived, changed or modified except by endorsement issued to form a 
part ol this polity. 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTION I 
1. Policy Period. Territory. Section I of this policy applies only to loss 
lu property dur.'n*: the policy period while sui h property is within or be 
tween the fifty states of the United States ot America, the District ul Co-
lumDia and Puerto Rico. 
2. Deductible. Unless olnerwi.se provided in the Peculations 
ta» Ihe sum ol 5100 shall be deducted Irom the amount of loss to 
property in any one occurrence. This deductible shall apply; 
(1) separately to each building, including personal property 
therein. 
\?) separately to personal property in each building it no coverage 
ts provided on the containing building, and 
(3) separately to personal property in the open (including within 
vehicles) 
lb) I he aggregate amount of this deductible in any one occurrence 
shall not exceed $1,000. 
3. Coinsurance Clause. Ihe Company shall not be liable lor a greater 
proportion of any loss to pioperty covered than the limit of liability 
under the, policy lor such property bears to I lie amount produced by mul 
tiplymg the actual cash value of such property at the time ol the loss by 
the comsurance percentage stated in the Declarations. 
In the event that the aggregate claim for any loss is both less than $10 000 
and less than b% of the limit of liability for all contributing insurance 
applicable to the property involved at the time such loss occurs, no special 
inventory or appraisement ot the undamaged property shall be required 
providing that nothing herein shall be construed to waive the application 
ot the tirst paragraph ot this clause. 
II insurance under Section I of this policy is divided into separate limits 
ot liability, the foregoing shall apply separately to the property covered 
undef each such limit of liability. 
4. Removal. This policy covers loss by removal ot the property covered 
hereunder from premises endangered by the perils insured against, and 
the amount of insurance applies pro rata for five days at each proper place 
to which such property shall necessarily be removed for preservation 
5. Debris Removal. This policy covers expense incurred in the removal 
ot debris of the property covered which may be occasioned by loss by any 
ul tne penis insured against in this policy. Ihe total amount recoverable 
under this policy for both toss to property and debus removal expense 
sr.all not exceed the limit of liability applying to the property Cost of re 
muval ot debris shall not be considered in the determination of actual cash 
value when applying the Coinsurance Clause. 
6. War Risk And'Governmental Action Exclusion. This policy undei Sec-
tion I shall not apply to loss caused, directly or indirectly, by or due to any 
act or condition incident to the following: 
(a) hostile or wailiKe action in time of peace or war. including action 
in hmdenng, combating or defending against an actual, impending ui 
expected attack (i) by any government or sovereign power (de jure or 
de facto), or by any authority maintaining or using military, naval or 
3ir forces; or (n) by military, naval or air forces; or (lii) by an agent 
of any such government, power, authority or forces, it being under-
stood that any discharge, explosion or use of any weapon of war em 
ploying nuclear fission or fusion shall be conclusively presumed to 
be such a hostile or warlike action by such a government, power, 
authority or foices, 
(l) insurrection, rebellion, revolution, civil war. usurped power, or 
action taken by governmental authority in hindering, combating or 
defenamg against such an occurrence; secure or destruction under 
quarantine or custom's regulations, confiscation by order ot any gov-
ernment or public authority, or risks of contraband or illegal trans-
portation or trade. 
7 Nuclear Clause And Nuclear Exclusion. 
(a) Nuclear Clause (Not Applicable in New York) Ihe word "fire" in 
this policy is not intended to and does not embrace nuclear reaction or 
nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination, all whether controlled 
or uncontrolled, and loss by nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation or 
radioactive contamination is not intended to be and is not insured 
against by this policy, whether such loss be direct or indirect, proxi 
mate or remote, or be m whole oi in part caused by, contributed to. 
or ag^iavated by fire" oi any other penis insured against by this 
policy. However, subject to the foregotng and all provisions ot this 
policy, direct loss by "fire" resulting from nuclear reaction or nuclear 
radiation of radioactive contamination is msufed against by this policy. 
(b) Nuclear Clause (Applicable only in New York): This policy does not 
cuver loss or damage caused by nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation 
or radioactive contamination, all whether directly or indirectly result-
ing from an insured peril under this policy. 
(c) Nuclear [xciusion (Not Applicable in New York): Loss by nuclear 
reaction or nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination, all whether 
controlled or uncontrolled, or due to any act or condition incident to 
any ot the foregoing is not insured agarnst by tins policy, whether such 
loss be direct or indirect, proximate or remote, or be in whole or in 
part caused by. contributed to, or aggravated by any of the perils m 
sured against by this policy; and nuclear reaction or nuclear radiation 
or radioactive contamination, all whether controlled or uncontrolled, 
is not "explosion" or "smoke". This clause applies to all perils 
insured against hereunder except the peril of fire, which is otherwise 
provided for in the nuclear clause above 
8. Other Insurance. 
(a) If at the time of loss there is other insurance written »n the name 
ot the insured upon the same plan, terms, conditions and provisions 
as contained in this policy, herein referred to as Contributing Insur-
ance, the Company shall be liable for no greater proportion of any loss 
than the limit of liability under this policy bears to the whole amount 
ot insurance covering such loss. 
(b) If at tfie time of loss there is oltw insurance other than that as 
described m (a) above, the Company shall not be liable for any loss 
hereunder until: 
( l ) the Liability ol such other insurance has been exhausted, and 
(?) then for only such amount as may exceed the amount due from 
such other insurance, whether collectible or not. 
9. Duties Of The Named Insured After A Loss. In case of loss the named * 
insured shall 
(a) give immediate written notice of such loss to the Company, 
(b) protect the building and personal property trnm further damage, 
make reasonable temporary repairs required to protect the property, 
and keep an accurate lecord of repair expenditures. 
(c) prepare an inventory ot damaged personal property showing in de-
tail, quantity, description, actual cash value and amount of loss Attach 
to the inventory all bills, receipts and related documents that sub-
stantiate the figures in the inventory. 
(d) exhibit the remains of the damaged property as often as may be 
reasonably required by the Company and submit to examination un-
der oath; 
(e) submit to the Company within 60 days after requested a signed, 
sworn statement ol loss that sets forth to the best of the named in 
sured's knowledge and belief: 
(1) the time and cause of loss; 
(2) interest of the insured and all others in the property involved 
and all encumbrances on the property; 
(3) other policies of insurance that may cuver the loss. 
(4)cnanges in title or occupancy of the property during the term 
of the policy; 
(5) specifications of any damaged building and detailed estimates 
for repair of the damage; 
(6) an inventory of damaged personal property described m {() 
above; 
(f)give fiotiic ot such loss to the proper police authority if lu\ , is due 
to a violation of law 
10. Appraisal, l! the named insured and the Company fail to agret on the 
amount of the Ins*, either can demand that the amount of loss be set by 
appraisal It either paity makes a written demand for appraisal, each shall 
select a competent independent appraiser Each shall notity the other of 
the selected appraiser's identity within twenty (20) days of the n-' e<pt ot 
the written demand 
D™„ i «t a 
The two appraisers shall select a competent, impartial umpire If the ap 
praiseis are unable to agree upon an umpne within tifteen ( l b ) days, the 
named insured or the Company may petition a judge of a Court of Record 
m the state where the insured premises is located to select an umpire. 
I he appraisers shall then set the amount of the loss. If the appraisers sub 
mit a wntten report of an agreement to the Company, the amount agreed 
i,P'.:n shall be the amount of the loss. If the appraisers fail to agree within 
a seasonable time, they shall submit their differences to the umpire. Writ 
ten agreement signed by any two of these three shall set the amount of loss 
la h appraiser shall be paid by the paity selecting that appraiser Other 
expenses of the appraisal and compensation ol the umpire shall be paid 
rM:i.illy by the named insured and the Company 
11. Company Options. If the Company gives notice within thirty (30) 
days after it has received a signed, sworn statement of loss, it shall have 
tht uption to take all or any part ot the pioperty damaged at an agreed 
value, or to repair, rebuild or replace it with equivalent property 
12 Abandonment Of Property, the Company need not accept any prop 
erty abandoned by an insured. 
13. Payment Of Loss. The Company will pay ail adjusted claims within 
thirty (30) days after presentation and acceptance of the proof of loss. 
14. Privilege lo Adjust With Owner. 
(a) Except as provided in (b) below, or unless another payee is speci-
fically named in the policy, loss, if any, shall be adjusted with and 
payable to the named insuied. 
(b) In the event claim is made for damage to property of others held 
by the insuied, the right to adjust such loss or damage with the owner 
of owners of the property is reserved to the Company and the receipt 
of payment by such owner ur owners in satisfaction thereof shall be 
m full satisfaction of any claim of the insured for which such |)ay 
merit has been made. 
II legal proceedings be taken to enforce a claim against the insured dS 
lespects any such loss or damage, the Comjjany reserves the right at 
its option without expense to the insured to conduct and control 
the defense on behalf of and in the name of the insured. No action of 
the Company in such regard shall increase the liability ot the Company 
under this policy, nor increase the limits ot liability specified in the 
policy. 
15. Suit. No suit shall be brought on this policy unless the insured has 
complied with all the policy provisions and has commenced the suit within 
one year after the loss occurs. 
16. Permits And Use. Fxcept as otherwise provided, permission is granted 
(d)io make alterations and repairs; 
(b) in the event ot loss hereunder, to make reasonable repairs, tem-
porary or permanent, provided such repairs are confined solely to the 
protection of the property from tuither damage, and provided further 
that the insured shall keep an accurate record of such repair ex 
penditures. The cost ot any such repairs directly attnbutable to dam 
age by any peril insured against shall be included in determining the 
amuunt of loss hereunder Nothing herein contained is intended to 
modify the policy requirements applicable in case loss occurs, and in 
particular the requirement that, m case loss occurs, the insuied shall 
protect the property from further damage 
17. Vacancy, Unoccupancy and Increase of Hazard. 
(a) This Company shall not be liable for loss occurring while a de 
scribed building, whether intended lor occupancy by owner or tenant 
is vacant beyond a period of sixty consecutive days. "Vacant" or 
"Vacancy" means containing no contents pertaining to operations 
or activities customary to occupancy of the building, but a building 
m process of construction shall not be deemed vacant. 
lb) Permission is granted foi unoccupancy 
U) Unless otherwise provided in wnting added hereto this Company 
shall not be liable for loss occurring while the hazard is increased 
by any means within the control or knowledge of the insured 
18. Protective Safetuards. If as a condition of this insurance that the i 
sured shall maintain so far as is within his control such protective saf 
guards as are set forth by endorsement hereto. 
Fa.lure to maintain such protective safeguards shall suspend this insu 
ancc only as respects the location or situation affected for the time of sui 
discontinuance. 
19. Mortgage Clause-Applicable Only To Buildings. This clause is effe 
tive if a mortgagee is named in the Declarations. The word "mortgage! 
includes "trustee", loss to buildings shall be payable to the named moi 
gagee as interest may appear, under all present or future mortgages on ti 
buildings described in the Declarations in order of precedence of moi 
gages on them 
As it applies tu the interest of any mortgagee designated in the Declaratioi 
this insurance shall not be affected by any of the following: 
(d)any act or neglect oi the mortgagor or owner of the descnbi 
buildings; 
(b)any foreclosure or other proceedings or notice of sate relating 
the property; 
(c) any change in the title or ownership of the property; 
(d) occupancy of the premises for purposes more hazardous th, 
are permitted by this policy; 
provided, that in case the mortgagor or owner shall neglect to pay any pr 
mium due under this policy, the mortgagee shall, on demand, pay the pr 
mium. 
Ihe mortgagee shall notify the Company of any change of ownership 
occupancy or increase of hazard which shall come to the knowledge of t 
mortgagee Unless permitted by this policy, such change of ownership 
occupancy or increase of hazard shall be noted on the policy and t 
mortgagee shall on demand pay the [iremium for the increased hazard f 
the term it existed under this policy. If such premium is not paid, tf 
pohcy shall be null and void. 
The Company reserves the right to cancel this policy at any time as pr 
vided by its terms If so cancelled, this policy shall continue in force for tl 
benefit only of the mortgagee for ten days after notice to the mortgage 
of such cancellation and shall then cease. The Company shall have tl 
right to cancel this agreement on ten days notice to the mortgagee. 
When the Company shall pay the mortgagee any sum for loss under th 
policy, and shall claim that, as to the mortgagor or owner, no habili 
therefor existed, the Company shall, to the extent of such payment, I 
thereupon legally subrogated to all the fights of the mortgagee to who 
such payment shall have been made, under the mortgage debt. In lieu 
taning such subrogation, the Company may. at its option, pay to tl 
mortgagee the whole principal due or to grow due on the mortgage, wi 
interest accrued and shall thereupon receive a full assignment and Iran 
W\ of the mortgage and of ail such other securities However, no subrog 
tion shall impair the right of the mortgagee to recover the full amount 
said mortgagee's claim. 
20. Recoveries. In the event the Company has made a payment for lo 
uudei the policy and a subsequent recoveiy is made ol Ihe lost or dan 
aged pioperty. the insured shall be entitled to all recoverles in excess 
the amount paid by the Company, less only the actual cosl: of effectir 
suih recoveries 
21 toss Clause. Any loss hereunder shall not reduce the amount of th 
iiiMjijiit e 
22. No Benefit To Bailee. This insurance shall not mure dnectly or i 
directly to the benefit of any carrier or other bailee. 
23. No Control. This insurance shall not be prejudiced. 
ia) i iy any act or neglect of the ownef of any building if the insure 
is not the owner thereof, or by any act or neglect of any occupai 
(other than the insured) ot any building when such act or neglect i 
the owner or occupant is not within the control of the insured, or 
(b)by lailure of the insured to comply with any warranty or cond 
lion lontamed in any endorsement attached to this policy with n 
gaid to any portion of the premises over which the insured has r 
control. 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTION II 
1. Supplementary Payments. The Company will pay, »n addition to the 
applicant*- limit ol liability: 
ia )a l ! expenses incurred by the Company, all costs taxed against the 
insured in any suit defended by the Company and all interest on the 
entitQ amount of any judgment therein which accrues after entry of 
the judgment and before the Company has paid or tendered or de 
posited in court that part ot the judgment which does not exceed the 
limit ol the Company's liability thereon; 
vb)pn ;miums on appeal bonds required in any such suit, premiums 
on hoods to release attachments in any such suit foi an amount not 
m excess ut the applicable limit ot liability of this policy, and I lie 
cost ot bail bonds required ol the insured because ol accident or traffic 
law v:uldtiun arising out of the use of any vehicle tu which this policy 
epphe-b. not to exceed $250 per bail bond, but the Company shall have 
no obligation to apply tor or furnish any such bonds: 
(C)expenses incurred by the insured lor first a.d to others at the 
time ol an accident. :oi bodily injury lo which tins policy applies. 
(u) teasonabie expenses incurred by the insured at the Company's 
request in assisting the Company in the investigation or defense of 
any cl.um or *uit. nuhiding actual loss ot earnings not to exceed $?b 
per dav. 
2. Premium. Premium designated in this policy as "advance premium" 
is a deposit premium only which shall be credited to the amount ot the 
earned pn-mium due at the end of the policy period. At the close of each 
penud (oi part thereof terminating with the end of the policy period) 
designated m the Declarations as the audit period the earned premium 
shall be computed tor such period and. upon notice thereof to the named 
insured shall become due and payable If the total earned premium for 
the policy period is less than the premium previously paid, the Company 
shall return to the named insured the unearned portion paid by the named 
insured. 
Ihe named insured shall maintain records of such information as is neces 
sary for premium computation and shall send copies of such records to 
the Company at the end of the policy period and at such tunes during the 
policy penod as the Company may direct 
3. Financial Responsibility Laws. When this policy is certified as proof 
of financial responsibility for the future undei Ihe provisions of any motor 
vehicle financial responsibility law, such insurance as is afforded by this 
policy for bodily injury liability or for property damage liability shall com 
ply with the provisions of such law to the extent of the coverage and limits 
of liability required by such law The insured agfcos to reimburse the Com 
pany foi any payment made by the Company which it would not have been 
obligated to H U M under the tefms of this policy except fur the agreement 
contained in this paragraph. 
4 Insured's Duties in the [vent of Occurrence, Claim oi Suit. 
».0 In Ihr event of an occurrence, wntten notice containing particulars 
sufficient to identity the insured and also reasonably obtainable in 
tormation with respect to the lime, place and circumstances thcieof 
and the names and addresses of the injured and ol available witnesses 
shall be given by or for the insured to the Company oi any of its 
authorized agents as soon as practicable 
(b) It claim is made or suit is brought against the insured, the insured 
shall immediately forward to the Company every demand, notice, 
summons or other process received by him or his representative. 
U ) The insured shall cooperate with the Company and, upon the Com-
pany's request, assist in making settlements, in the conduct ot suits 
and in 1'iilouing any light of conlnbuliun or indemnity against any 
person or organization who may be liable to the insured because of 
injury or damage with respect to which insurance is afforded under 
this policy .v\d ihe insured shall attend hearings and trials and assist 
in MMinng aiul giving evidence Mhi obt.nmng the attendance ol wit 
nesscv Ihe insured .hall not. except at his own cost, voluntarily make 
any payment, assume any obligation or incur any expense other than 
for first aid to others at the time ot accident 
5. Medical Reports; Proof and Payment of Claim. As soon as practicable 
the insured person or someone on his beliall shall give to the Company 
written proof of claim, undei oath if required. anJ shall, alter each re 
quest from the Company, execute authorization to enable the Company 
to obtain mediui reports and copies oi records Ihe ui|iired person shall 
submit to phys-cat examination by physicians selected by the Company 
when and as often as the Company may reasonably require. Ihe Company 
may pay the injuied person or any person or organization rendering the 
services and ttie payment shall reduce the amount payable hereunder lof 
such injury. Payment hereunder shall not constitute an admission of ha 
bihty of any person or, except hereunder, of the Company 
6. Action Against Company. No action shall lie against tlie Company un 
less, as a condition precedent (hereto, there shall have been full Com 
jdianre with all of the terms ol Ibis policy, nor until Ihe amount ot the 
insured's obligation to pay shall have been liually determined eittiei tiy 
judgment against the insured after actual trial or by written agreement of 
Ihe insured, the > laimanl and the Company 
Any person or nigamzalior. oi \\\t legal representative thereof who has 
secured such judgment or wiilleii agreement shall thereafter be entitled 
to recover under this policy to the extent ot the insurance atloided by this 
policy. No person or organization shall have <my right under this policy to 
lorn the Company as a parly in any action against the insured lo determine 
the insured's liability, noi shall the Company be impleaded by the insured 
or his legal representative. Bankruptcy or insolvency uf tne insured or ot 
the insured's estate shall not relieve the Company of any of its obligations 
hereunder 
7. Other Insurance. Ihe insur.iiice alforded by this policy is primaiy in-
surance, except when stated to apply in excess ol of contingent upon the 
absence ol other insurance. When this insurance is primary and the in-
sured has other insurance which is stated to be applicable tu the loss un 
an excess or contingent basis, the amount of the Company's liability onder 
this policy shall not be reduced by the existence of such other insurance 
When both this insurance and -drier insurant, «>pply to the loss on the 
same basis, whether pninary. excess or contingent ihe Company shah 
not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion ol the loss than that 
stated in the applicable contribution provision below 
(a) Contribution by Equal Shares. SI all ot -uch other valid dn$ collect-
ible insurance provides foi contribution by equal • hares, the Company 
shall not be liable for a greater proportion of such loss than would be 
payable if each insurer contributes an equal share until the share of 
each insurer equals the lowest appluable limit of liability under any 
one policy or the full amount of the loss is paid and with respe* t to 
any amount ol loss not so paid the remaining msuieis then continue 
to contribute equal shares of Ihe remaining amount uf the loss until 
each such insurer has paid its limit in tuii or the full amount ot the 
luss is paid 
(b) Contribution by limits. It any ot such other .nsurance does not 
provide for contribution by equal shares the Company -,hall not be 
liable lor a gusilei proportion ot such lo . . than Ihe .judicable hunt 
of liability under thi . policy tor such loss beais to the total applicable 
limit of liability of all valid and collectible .nsurance against such loss 
8. Annual Aggregate II this policy is issued tor a period in excess ol 
one year, any limit of Ihe Company's liability stated in this policy as "ag 
gregate" shall apply sepaiately to each consecutive animal period 
9. Nuclear Exclusion. 
I. I his policy does not apply 
(a) Under any liability Coverage, to bodily injury or property damage 
( I i with iespe»l lo which an insured anuer this policy is also an 
m'ured under a nuclear energy liability poh. y issued by Nuclear 
Energy Liability Insurance Association. Mutual Atomic lm?,i 
Liability Underwriters or Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada, 
oi would be an insured under any such policy but foi its termina 
tiou upon exhaustion ol its lurid id liability, uf 
(?) resulting from [he hazardous properties of nuclear material 
and with respect to which (i) any person or organization is re 
quired lo maintain tmaicial protection pursuant to the Alumic 
l i i ngy A< I ol i'J!)4 m .,ny la/ . ..u..-uit.ilnry 'llefenl »ir i n . Ihe 
insured .. or had this policy nut been c»:.ued would be. entit led 
lo indemnity from the United Stales ol Auienca. oi any agency 
th'Meof, under any agreement entered into by the llnd.-u Slates of 
Amenta, or any agency Ihereol with any per.on oi ufgani/atmn 
(b) Under any Medical Payments Coverage or under any Supplemen 
taiy Payments provision relating lo first aid. to expeu.es inmrred 
with lespect to bodily injury resulting from the hazardous properties 
id nuclear material and ansuig out id the. -gelation :d a nuclear fa-
cility by any person oi o'gaui/ation. 
i u Under any Liability Coverage, lo bodily injury ot propurty damage 
ft-.ulting from the hazardous properties ol nuclear material, if 
t l ) t h e nuclear material d) is .it any nuclear facility owned by. 
01 operated by or on behalf wt. an insured or (n) has been dis 
charged or dispersed therefrom. 
(Tj the nuclear material is contained in spent fuel or waste at 
any time possessed, handled, used, processed, stored, bans 
ported or disposed of by or on behalf of an insured; or 
( ; ) t h e bodily injury or property damage arises out of the turn-
•vtung by an insured of services, materials, parts 01 equipment 
m connection with the planning, construction, maintenance, op 
nation or use of any nuclear facility, hot if such facility is In. ated 
w«tlnn the United Stales ot Ameiica. its territories or possessions 
or Canada, this exclusion (3) applies only to property damage lo 
such nucfear facility and any property theieat 
i, As os*'d m this exclusion 
"hazardous properties" include rauioactive toxic or explosive prop-
ertied 
"nucfear material" means source material, special nuclear material 
or byproduct material; 
"source material", "special nuclear material", and "byproduct ma-
terial" have the meanings given them in the Atomic l.nergy Act ol 
1954 or in any law amendatory thereof; 
"spent fuel" means any fuel element or fuel component, solid or 
lifjtud. which has been used or exposed to radiation in a nuclear 
reactor; 
"waste" means any waste material ( i ) containing byproduct material 
and (?) resulting from the operation by any prison or organization 
of any nuclear facility included within the definition ot nuclear 
facility under paragraph (a) or (b) thereof, 
"nuclear facility" means 
(a) any nuclear reactor, 
(b)any equipment or device designed or used for (1) separat-
ing the isotopes of uranium or plutomum. (2) processing or 
utilizing spent fuel, or (3) handling, processing or packaging waste, 
(c)any equipment or device used for the processing, fabricat-
ing or alloying of special nuclear material if at any time the total 
amount ot such material in the custody ot the insured at the 
premises where such equipment or device is located consists 
of or contains more than 25 grams of plutomum or uranium 233 
or any combination thereof, or more than 260 grams of uranium 
235, 
(djany structure, basin, excavation, premises or place prepared 
or used tor the storage or disposal of waste, 
and includes the site on which any of the foregoing is located, all 
operations conducted on such site and all premises used tor such 
operations; 
"nuclear reactor" means any apparatus designed or used to sustain 
nuclear fission in a self-supporting chain reaction or to contain a 
critical mass of fissionable material; 
"property damage" includes ail forms of radioactive contamination 
ol properly. 
U t H N I l l O N S A P P U U A b L f c T C S k C T J i l 
Wnen used in the provisions applicable to Section II ot tins policy y.nAu-i 
mg endorsements forming a part hereof) 
"automobile" means a land motor \e iu ie. knlcr m semili.niei designed 
for travel on public roads (including .my machinery or ap; auto . at!a< hed 
thereto), but does not include mobile equipment; 
"bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness or disease su-lamed by any 
peison winch occurs during the poky period. MK.1UJIII^ death al any lime 
resulting therefrom; 
"collapse hazard" includes "struck)!.d property damage as denned 
heiem aw property damage to any otmi pioperh at any time M ' id.ng 
theretrum "Structural property datr.ige " means the collapse ol 01 .Hue 
tuial injury to any building of stiucb.ue due lo U> IV^ling ol land. e» 
cavatmg. bonow.ng, tilling, back filnng. tunneling, pile driving, colli'ida.'ii 
work or caisson work, or (2) movtn,.. shoring, underpinning. rais*n>: or 
demolition uf any building 01 *.tiu< 1 u;*• oi ie.nov.it m nbuilding ol in. 
structure support thereof Ihe collapse hazard dut»s not nulude p ropy l / 
damage \\) ansing out ol opeiatious pertonned tor the named insuied 
by indfprndiMil conlfdilnrs oi {'/) included w.lhm the completed »»pera 
tious hazaid oi the under ground piopeity dainajT ha/atd. m (.'.) loi win h 
liability i^  assumed by the insured undei an incidental contf.ul: 
"lumpleled operations hazard" unhides bodily injury ami property I\MV 
age arising out ol operations or reliance upon a representation or wdhde.h 
made at any time with respect thereto but only it the bodily injury oi prop 
erty damage occurs after such operations nave been completed or aban-
doned and occurs away from premises owned by or tented to the named 
insured. Operations" include materia!*.. !>aits or equipment furnished in 
connection therewith Operations shall be dcemeu completed al ihe e.irhesi 
of the following times. 
(1) when all operations to be performed by or on behalf ol the named 
insured undef the contract have bee.-. ;omplettd, 
i2)when all operations to be peiluMiird by or on behalf nl tin* namt'd 
insuied at the site uf the operations have been completed. oi 
1,3) when the portion ot the work out ol which the in'uiv or damage 
arisen has been put to its intended use by any person ot organization 
other than another contractor or subcontractor engaged in performing 
operations for a principal as a part of the same project. 
Operations which may require fufthei service or maintenance work, or 
correction, repair or replacement because ot any defect or deiiciency. but 
which are otherwise complete, shall be deemed completed. 
The completed operations hazard does not include bodily injury or prop 
erty damage arising out of 
\a) operations in connection with Ihe transportation of properly un 
less the bodily injury or property damage anses out ol a condition in 
ot on a vehicle created by the loading m unloading theteof. 
(b)lhe existence ot tools, umnstjiled equipment or abandoned or 
unused matetials. or 
(c) operations for which the classification stated in the policy or in 
the company's manual specifies "including completed operations"; 
"elevator" means any hoisting or lowering device to connect flours or 
landings, whether or not in service, and all appbaiues thereof including 
any car piatloriTi, shaft, hoistway. stanway. runway, power equipment 
and rnacM.neiy; but does not include an automobile servicing hoist, or <» 
hoist without a platform outside a building if without mechanical power 
or it not attachen to building wads, ci a nod or material hoist osed in altera 
tion. construction or demolition operations, oi an inclined conveyor used 
exclusively for carrying property or a dumbwaiter used exclusively lor 
carrying property and having a cumpartnent height not exceeding tour feet. 
"explosion hazard" includes property damage arising out ol blasting w» 
explosion Ihe explosion ha2ufd does no! include property damage i I ) ai.s 
mg out .1 the explosion ot an or steam vessels, piping under ph'vuie 
pnmi- a.', vets, injihmery or power tia ran-tbitg equipment. or (2) aiis.i^, 
out ol opr-ratiods peiformed lor the named insured by independent u-n 
tractors c:>. cO included within the completed operations hazard o 'In-
underground property damage hazard, oi (4) ba which liability is assumed 
by the insured under an incidental contract; 
"incidental contract" means any written i h lease ol premi.es. t? j ea:.e 
ment agiei'iPefit. except in connection Attn i nnshudion »• demolition 
;;pei«|j',!,. n «i; adiaunt to J radroad M i undertaking to indemnify a 
IK, n.'ip.oi:\ iei|onen by niu.inapal oi^nance. except in connection with 
W-MK »!•» in: iih'i'icip.ii !y. »«'..»'-'Itlrn i agreement or 'b) elevator mamte 
i(iinri'»i •!., Mis any pe. ,o:i o, u.v.anoalioii qualifying as an insured in 
the ' I'ei .«»«!•. 'osured' pru\.sinn ol the applicable insurance coverage. 
»!»»• ur»»»;-.il.. r dloioed .pp»u--;. -.epai.-b-iy to su b insured against whom 
•.bum •• o.ade o. soil .'". b.-cu/ht. t^'..p« *,- i i : 'i"_fs'ct to tht omits of the 
: or! ipj : iy •'ah •:, 
mubde equipment' Kiisins .» bird vein, le (w.« Puling any machinery oi 
»,ipa:atu, attar hiMi thehlo). wiielOei of nut v l l propelled, t ! ) not Subject 
••. iiutwi i\'\:*>Ai. ie|:iMfatio;i uf (2) maintained for use exclusively un 
p r . i n re . . *-fM"(j |jy oi n-nird lo Ihe named insured, including the ways 
o: m«-;. iely a1;nnwr. or \l\ 'lesigne.i lor use principally off public roads. 
.». i l l ..'••e-iM'.i •u ir.r.nl.u. • ' I»«t tlie \uk paipo.e nl al!»»io.ng mobility 
lo i.!j:»»pii,i--il • ' !be iujlo.v i i yp-*, lonimij' .-ii .'titegial part ol'or per-
oianeiilly .illa.bed to sai.h v u u n: pi-w«:i n.mr ,, vhoveis, loaders, diggers 
. i j i i l i l r ! ! ' ' •;•,!•. :e!e :ii.*«-r\ i'..;lier t i ioi the mu in tiaOid type), graders, 
.fiapeis t.ibn ami ulln i load < «>o .ti l l ' 'mi! m np.ni ei|;!»puien|( ail 
, ntnpiev.iM', pioe.p' .mo )',i ne'al'H .. iiii.loilinp. spraying, welding and 
building, . ,eaoine. ripj:|wi.ent. .n/J j'.fophyM al eApinialioo and well sefvic 
log eiiuioment. 
"named msi,»ed" f.ie.uv. the person ci oigam/ation named m Item 1. of the 
declarators ol this policy, 
"named insured's products" .-Leans goods o. products manufactured, sold, 
handled ». d'sir-bufed l;y the named insured or b/ others trading under 
ins name, im .o.iing osy coiil...oei tliereoi (ot-.ei (ban a vehicle), but 
"named insured's products" shJl fed include* a vending machine or any 
prope'ty liner II,an such conUmei, tented to or located for use of others 
but no* soi-j. 
"occurire:*.; h..we .4o ti«.ir.:eid. .u« ^id;:ig ..ol'itoou. Ol itpeated ex-
p.;suit \u ; iJjn;;i»oii'... A'I:V.I» eSults in bodily irijafy oi property damage 
in sfiii'i t i-e. ted MM .o: j . j t d l.oii. Un- •.i.u.dponil ul tin* insured; 
"policy rn idury" M .aos 
t l . ' t u i ' ;itl»rj SUles of AJIIK:i-:..i. its t.sfit».rifcs or possessions, or 
(ia'si'i.i i f 
(?) •nieiiidiiunal watirs or a.r space, providec the bodily injury or 
property Jamafje does not occur in ?ne course of travel or transporta-
tion ! i.»s riniii any -»;ber i sonify, stale or nalion, or 
t . i i ai.fwi.ui" ui I tit world wiln fesp'vt lo dam.iges because of bodily 
injury or prjperly damage a-is»m; out of c product which was sold for 
use ;•. ion:,umpt»on wdlnn the teinin/y deseni (d in paragraph (1) 
above pmvided Hie ongm.d suit for MJCI- danoges i*. btt»ught within 
Sill It I r i ' i t o fV 
"products hazard" un'tides borlily injury and property damage ans.ng 
out of Ibe named insured's products oi lebance upon a reptesentation or 
warranty made M any time wdh respect thereto, bo! only it the bodily in-
juty or properly damage no. i i " away from piermse:. owned.by or rented 
lo the named insured and alt..-* physical i^vJ;:ssion ol «uch products nas 
been reb'ujinshiid to otiiefs, 
••property o<ooatf"' m« an.. ( I ; physical o-,u.7 tn oi destruction of tangible 
pr'j.eity A! ,, :• .> u,i:, di.nng til'- poln v p*:iio.j. Ui'.lodiOg toh loss of use 
ibereot .»: .iry I.me icsolt'iig tlui.';lio:i;. ui (?) I»//, of use ot tangible prop 
city wim.o La not bee.i ph,sa.aiT, Mipired i.r oe dfuyed pfov«Ccd such 
less of u . • \ c.ii. f-ri l#y ; , I I occurrence di /:nK the poln.y period. 
"uoder^rui.oiu pMperty damage hazard" or sdr*- o :Ge;gfodno property 
diinag^ .«•; df-h.-ed •rjh-.o ar-;! rxr.peily damage io
 :i.iy other property at 
ii.i»- tm.i.- •-'•-iting i'.t.frdiiiiii u.iJi.h'fOo'.d proj.- i i , d.irnjjje ' '?'L-ans 
piopettv Janice l.: Mot- M.ndnd- i,;.-r.. i :-... ,i>*r.i^ laims. tonn^ls. 
IIIV so* : , pi^p.-. l^ ,,.nt ..!.,• . ppaialr.s o. ., ...(to M llifi'-.v.in r.iiaath 
tb'- ..i .• . u Jit j " .:it:d ii ' rt.irer, i ,ni. d i.--f .me o. i.:rr.og during the 
i ,e ;»? .»»•••!, .in,.,,! i-:.iu«ii:.'ienr \>\t fh»; p-Nuose id giadsry land pacing, ex 
I.IVIIMV.. .i'.dii;,; ti.^f;.A<ng. (:l''f:g. ba«> !di-i:g or ,)e» driving ff.r under-
gruomi piu:.i«'T»v d..Mia;*e N.-vr.) V,•;;•. u-A ;•• iude property d.idiage :.l) 
»;^ og . r ; u: v.Mati-M:-^ -e;i..- ' ,-.d ii.r Hit u2,i.eo insured !>f independtnt 
»'
,!iiriit!«-i •»: . > :.. . --.j , . ; ! • ! tb, coinpli^ted operations hazard or 
'* f' r A I . t * - *;. -iii > • » .M»i<i i '.it tl.r oisoied iso-i dn incidental con-
tra I 
MP 00 90 .Lo. 07 //) Pa?p n nf fi 
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In consideration of the premium charged, this endorsement is made a 
part of this policy. 
The SMP Policy is amended as follows: 
1. SUBROGATION 
General Condition 6. "Subrogation" of the SMP Policy Condi-
tions and Definitions Form is replaced by the following: 
6, Subrogation. 
(a) In the event of any payment under this policy, 
the Company shall be subrogated to all the in-
sured's rights of recovery against any person or 
organization and the insured shall execute and 
deliver instruments and papers and do whatever 
else is necessary to secure such rights. The insured 
shall do nothing after loss to prejudice such rights 
except as provided below. 
(b) When SMP Condominium Additional Policy 
Provision Endorsement MP 00 80 is attached to 
this policy, the waiver of subrogation condition, 
paragraph 1. of form MP 00 80 is deleted and 
replaced by the following: 
The Company waives its rights to subrogation 
against any unit-owner of the condominium 
described in the declarations. 
(c) As respects coverage provided under Section 
I—Property Coverage of this policy, this insurance 
shall not be invalidated should the Insured waive 
in writing any or all right of recovery against any 
party for loss. Provided, however, that in the event 
the insured waives only a part ot his rights against 
any particular thud party, this Company shall be 
subrogated with respect to all rights of recovery 
which the insured may retain against any such 
third party for loss from the perils insured against 
to the extent that payment therefor is made by this 
Company; all subject to the following additional 
provisions: 
(1) This condition does not apply to crime, 
inland marine or glass coverage written 
under Section I Property Coverage of 
this policy; 
(2) If made before loss has occurred, such 
agreement may run in favor of any third 
. party; 
(3) If made after loss has occurred, such 
agreement may run only in favor of a 
third party falling within one of the fol-
lowing categories at the time ot loss: 
(i) a third party insured under this 
policy, or 
(H) a corporation, firm, or entity (a) 
owned or controlled by the named 
insured or in which the named in-
sured owns capital stock or other 
proprietary interest, or (b) owning 
or controlling the named insured 
or owning or controlling capital 
stock or other proprietary interest 
m the named insured; or 
uii) a tenant of the named insured. 
(d) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) 
above the Company shall not be bound to pay any 
loss if the insured has impaired any right of recov-
ery for loss. However, it is agreed that the insured 
may, as respects property in transit, accept such 
bills of lading, receipts or contracts of transporta-
tion as are ordinarily issued by carriers containing 
a limitation as to the value of such goods or mer-
chandise. 
2. PERMITS AND USE 
In the Conditions Applicable to Section I ol the SMP Policy 
Conditions and Definitions Form: 
A. Cowlitiufi 16. Permits ami Use is amended by adding 
the following: 
(c) Without prejudice to this insurance, for there to be 
an error in stating the name, number, street or location 
of any building(s) covered hereunder, or of buiidmg(s) 
and personal property if covered under a single item of 
insurance, where there is no willful concealment or mis-
representation. 
B. Condition 17. Vacancy, Unoccupancy and Increase of 
Hazard is replaced by the following: 
Permission is granted for: 
(a) The described buildmg(s) to be vacant without lim-
it of time, subject to a 15% reduction in the 
amount of loss payment otherwise due under this 
policy while the involved buildmg(s) is vacant 
beyond a period of 60 consecutive days. This penal-
ty will not be applicable during the period of any 
extension whereby the 60 day period is extended 
by endorsement. 
("Vacant" or "Vacancy" means containing no 
contents pertaining to operations or activities 
customary to occupancy ot the building. A 
building in the course of construction shall 
not be considered vacant.) 
(b) Unoccupancy. 
Provisions (a) and (b) above do not apply to the perils 
of vandalism or malicious mischief or sprinkler leakage. 
(c) Increased hazards and for change in use or occu-
pancy. 
3. PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE INSURED 
The following words are deleted from Personal Property of 
the Insuied in Section I. Property Covered: 
A. "and usual to the occupancy of the insured" 
in the General Personal Property Form and Special Per-
sonal Property Form 
B. "and usual to the occupancy of the named insured" 
in the Condominium Unit-owners General Personal Prop-
erty Form and Condominium Unit-owners Special Per-
sonal Property Form 
4. EXTENSIONS OF COVERAGE 
In the General Building Form 
Special Building Form 
Condominium General Building Form 
Condominium Special Building Form 
the following words are deleted from A. Newly Acquired Prop-
erty under Extensions of Coverage: 
"but not exceeding $100,000" 
MP O l 2 7 (Ed. 12 79) 
GLASS COVERAGE ENDORSEMENT MP 04 60 
(Ed. 07 77) 
•w 
u moderation of the payment of premium and subject to all the terms of this endorsement: 
I PtOPERH COVERED 
This endorsement covers damage to the glass described in the schedule and to the lettering and ornamentation separately described therein, by breakage oi the 
glass or by chemicals accidently or maliciously applied. 
The Company will pay for: 
i rep3<nng or replacing fiames immediately encasing and contiguous to such gl.iss when necessary because of such damage; 
b installing temporary plates in or boarding up openings containing such glass when necessary because of unavoidable delay in repairing or replacing such 
damaged glass; 
c. removing or replacing any obstructions, other than window displays, when necessary in replacing such damaged glass, lettering or ornamentation. 
2. SCHEDULE 
loc. 
Mo. 
Btdg. 
No. 
Number 
of 
Plates 
Length 
in 
Inches 
92 
Ik 
Width 
in 
Inches 
56 
*6 
Description of Glass, Lettering and 
Ornamentation; Position m Building. 
The glass is plain flat glass with all edges 
set in frames, unless otherwise stated herein. 
FRONT • S 
FRONT'S 
Specific 
Limit, 
if any 
Premium 
INCL 
INCL 
Total Premium $ INCL 
3 EXCLUSION 
Insurance provided by this Endorsement does not apply to loss caused by or due to tire. 
4 CONDITIONS 
Limits of Liability and Settlement Options: The limit of the Company's liability for damage shall not exceed the actual cash value of the property at time of loss, 
nor what it would then cost to repair or replace the damaged property with other of the nearest obtainable kind and quality, nor the applicable limit of insurance 
stated in the schedule; provided, however, the limit ol the Company's liability under each ol paragraphs (la), (lb) and (lc) above, is $75 with respect to loss due 
to any one occurrence at any one location separately occupied or designed for separate occupancy 
The Company may pay tor the loss in money or may repair oi replace the properly. Any property-so paid for or replaced shall become the property of the Company. 
5. OTHER PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS ENDORSEMENT 
The following conditions contained in the SMP Policy Conditions and Definitions Torm are also applicable to this endorsement: Cancellation; Duties 
of the Named Insured After a Loss; Inspection and Audit; Liberalization Clause, Nuclear Exclusion; Other Insurance; Poiicy Period, leintury; Protective 
Safeguards; Subrogation; Suit; Time of Inception; War Risk and Governmental Action Exclusion. 
This Endorsement must be attached to Change Endorsement when issued after the Policy is written. 
t i n f\A ti(\ iti\ (\1 77^ 
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S P t U I A L W I U L n - r c n i i . r v 
SECTION I—SPECIAL PERSONAL PRs. £RTY FORM 
I. PROPERTY COVERED 
(Ed. 7-77 
CALIFORNI, 
PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE INSURED: Business personal proprrty 
owned by the insured and usual to the occupancy ol tin: insured, melndine, 
Ihr insured's interest in personal propnty owned by other; In the i'*lenl 
ol the value ol labor, matenah and charges furnished, pei lo imed m in 
coned by the insured: all while (1) in or on the bu i ld ings) , or (?> in l b * 
open (including within vehicles) on or within 100 feel of the designated 
premises. 
1 Ins coverage shall abo include tenant's l inpiuvemenls and Beltemn'Hl ., 
meaning the insured's use interest in futures, alterations, installations or 
additions constituting a pait ol the bu i ld ings) occupied but not owned 
by the insured and made or acquired at the expense ol the insured ex 
t iusive ol rent paid by the insured, but which are not legally subject to a 
removal by the insured. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY OF OTHERS: This insurance shall cover for th 
. .uount ol the owuer(s) (OTHER THAN THE NAMED INSURED) person; 
pioperly belonjou^ to others in the (.ire. custody oi control ol the ir 
soied, while (1) in or on the bu i ldup 's) , oi i ? ) in the open (inUudm 
within vehicles) on or within 100 leet ol the designated premises 
loss shall he .id|usted Willi ttie named insured tor the account of 0 
owners ol the pioperly. EXCEP! 1HAI IH l RIGH1 TO ADJUST ANY L0< 
W i l l i I I I I OWNIRS IS KISERVI!) fO IHf COMPANY AND THE RFCEIP1 
01 IHL OWNERS IN SAIISFACIlON THEREOf SHAH BE IN fULL SATI 
I ACTION Of ANY CI AIM BY IHE NAMED INSURED fOR WHICH PA 
M I N I S HAVE lit I N MADE 
II. PROPERTY NOT COVERED 
THIS POLICY DOES NOT COVER: 
A PROPERTY SOLD BY THE INSURED UNDER CONDITIONAL SALE, 
TRUST AGREEMENT, INSTALLMI NT PAYMENT OR 0IHI.K DLHRRI I ) PAY-
MENT PLAN. AFTER DELIVERY TO CUSTOMERS. 
8. AIRCRAFT. WATERCRAf I. INCLUDING MOTORS. EQUIPMENT AND 
ACCESSORIES (EXCEPT R0WB0ATS AND CANOES,, WHILE OUT Of WA 
TLR AND ON THE DESIGNATED PREMISES), AND AUTOMOBILES. 
TRAILERS SEMI TRAILERS OR ANY St IF PROPEL! .11) VEHICLES OR MA 
CHINES. EXCEPT SUCH PROPERTY NOI LICENSLD I OR USE ON PUBLIC 
THOROUGHFARES AND 0PERATFD PRINCIPAL!Y ON THE PREMISES OF 
THE INSURED 
THIS PROVISION DOISNOT API'IY 10 1 Hi IDI IOWING I Y P I S O I PROP 
ERTY WHf N HLl D I OR SALE OK SOLD Btl I NOT OEI IVt Rl I): 
1. WATERCRAFT (INCLUDING MO10RS. LOUIPMENT AND ACCLS 
SORTES) WHILE NOT AFL0A1; 
2 MOTORCYCLES. M0T0RSC00URS AND SNOWMOBILES. OR 
3 TRAILERS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH PRIVAIf PASSI NGER V i l l i 
C U S f O R G l N I R A l U I I U I Y PURPOSES OR CARRYING BOATS 
THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLY 10 IHE I0LI.0WING TYPfS Of PROP 
(RTY WHIN MANUFACTURE. PROCfSSED OR WAREHOUST 0 BY THE 
INSURED 
1 AIRCRAFT. 
2. WATERCRAFT, INCLUDING MOTORS. EQUIPMENT AND ACCI 
SORIfS.WHHE NOT AFLOAT OR 
3. AUTOMOBILES, TRAILERS. SEMI TRAILERS OR ANY SELF Pf 
PI LI 10 VEHICLES OR MACHINES. 
C. PERSONA! PROPERTY WHILE WATERBORNE 
D. HOUSf HOLD AND PtRSONAL EFfECTS CONTAINLD IN LIVING QIJ 
1ERS OCCUPIED BY THE INSURED. ANY OFFICER. DIRECTOR, STO 
HULDIR OR PARTNER OF THE INSURED OR RELATIVES OF ANY OF 1 
JDW'GOWG. IXL'IPJ AS PflOVJWD JW 1M MINSIONS Of CQV[RA 
CURRINCY. 1)1 IDS. IV ID INCIS 01 DIBT, Mi I . ACCOtJNfS. H i l l 
(YANDSLCURITIfS. 
F. OUTDOOR SIGNS, WHEfHER OR NOT ATTACHED 10 A BUILDING 
S1RUCIUKL. 
G. GROWING CROPS AND LAWNS. 
H. PROP! RTY WHICH IS MORI SPI'Ui ICAII Y GOV! RED IN WHOLE 
IN PARI BY THIS OR ANY OIHER CUNIRACI Of INSURANCE. EXC 
TOR IHf AMOUNT OF TOSS WHICH IS !N EXCESS OF THE AMOUNT 
FROM SUCH MORE SPECIFIC INSURANCE 
III. PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIMITATIONS 
THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO THESE ADDITIONAL LIMITA-
TIONS: 
I IXCIPI FORIOSSCAUSTOBY IHf "SPI CIMI I ) P I R I I S " 
(A) FUR AND FUR GARMENTS ARE COVERED f OR NOI EXCLf i) 
ING LOSS IN THE AGGREGATE OF 51,000 IN ANY ONE OCCURRENCE 
FOR ALL CONTRIBUTING INSURANCE. 
(B)JEWELRY AND WATCHES. WATCH MOVEMENTS. JEWELS. 
PEARLS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES. BULLION. 
GOLD. SILVER. PLATINUM AND OTHER PRECIOUS AILOYS OR 
Mf 1ALS ARE COVERED (OR NOT EXCEEDING LOSS IN IHE AG 
GkEGATE OF $1000 IN ANY ONE OCCURRENCE FOR ALL CONTRI-
BUTING INSURANCE ' ' ;»S LIMITATION SHALL NOT APPIY 10 
. :AELP V INC
 tV-'\~\\ . : . UVS. OP LE'Z. 
1)1 ATM OR INSTRUCTION DIRfCTIY RESULTING FROM OR (V 
NICISSARYBY IHf SPECII If I) PI Kit S" 
4 OUTDOOR TRtfS. SHRUBS AND PLANTS AKt NOT COVERED 
CEPI WHEN HELD I OR SALE OR SOLD BUI NO! DELIVERED 
THEN ONLY AGAINST DIRECT LOSS BY THE -SPECIFIED PERILS'". 
b. GLASS. GLASSWARE. STATUARY. MARBLES. BRICABRAC 
CELAINS AND OTHER ARTICLES Of A FRAGILE OR BRITTLE NA 
ARE COVERED AGAINST LOSS BY BREAKAGE ONLY If DIRE 
CAIJSlD BY THE -SPECIFIED PERILS" THIS LIMITATION SHALL 
APPtY TO BOTTLES OR SIMILAR CONTAINERS OF PROPERTY 
SALE. OR SOfO BU\ NOT Of UVERCO, NOR TO (ENSfS Of P\{ 
W P I W ; OP' iCIENI iHC INSTRUMENTS 
:y : :V EAV 
IN ANY ONE OCCURRENCE FOR ALL CONTRIBUTING INSURANCE 
(D)STAMPS, TICKETS AND LETTERS OF CREDIT ARE COVERED 
I OR NOT EXCEEDING LOSS IN AGGREGATE OF $21)0 IN ANY ONE 
OCCURRENCE FOR ALL CONTRIBUTING INSURANCE. 
'i VALUABLE PAPERS AND RECORDS MEANING BOOKS Of AC 
COUNT. MANUSCRIPTS. ABSTRACTS. DRAWINGS. CARD INDEX SYS 
II MS AND OTHER RECORDS INC! UDING H I M . JAPf. DISC. DRUM. 
CEtt AND OIHER MAGNETIC Rl CORDING OR SiORAGI MfDIA I OR 
ILEC1RONIC DATA PROCISSING ARE COVI Rl D ONLY AGA1NSI I OSS 
CAUSED BY THE "SPECIFIED PERILS" 
3. ANIMAt S AND PE TS ARE NOT COVERED. EXCEP1 Wi l l N HELL) f OR 
SALE OR SOL D BUI NOI DELIVERED. AND THIN ONIY AGAINST 
1 N - *» I . - " . *« '. . J « l " *- - - . - * » - • - * . ~ .r . . [
 w r ' B U .* \ 
RUrTuRE. CKACMN. ' J OR v P L O S I O N OHiGiNAilNG THEREIN 
ER THAN EXPLOSION OF ACCUMULATED GASES OR UNCONS 
FUEL WITHIN A FIRE BOX OR COMBUSTION CHAMBER) 
/ MACHINES AND MACHINERY ARE NOI COVERED AGAINST 
CAUSID BY RUPIURE. BURSTING OR DISINTEGRATION OF 
ROTA1ING OR MOVING PARTS RESUl.llNG I ROM CENTRl 
ORRfCIPROCATINGIORCE 
THI TERM - S P I U f l f D PERIIS' SHAI t MEAN DlRtCI LOSS BY 
I IGI I INING. AIRCRAM IXPLOr.lON. KIOl CIVII COMMOTION. 5 
VIHICIES. WINDSTORM OR HAIL TO PROPERTY CONTAINED I 
BUILDING. VANDAIISM OR MALICIOUS MISCHIEF LEAKAGE ( 
CIDENTAl DISCHARGE FROM AUTOMATIC f'.KE PROTECTIVE SY 
F o r m M P - l O l A (Ed / / / ) CALIFORNIA Pa, 
toafteo o< Hazards and Locations 
GENERAL SCHEDULE—SECTION 
SMP LIABILITY INSURANCE 
MP 99 91 
(Ed. 07 77) 
The ratine classifications herein, except as 
veolically provided elsewhere^do not niodily 
JjJ clithcpfovisions ot the policy 
u r(ui>ises -Operations 
Code 
No. 
^ - T X T m t e n t Contratiors -1 cl or SuhlulWml^ 
MtCainpieled Operations 
(*i Products . 
a) Taverns 
Premises Medical 
Payments 
e) Taverns 
58161 
58161 
Premium Bases 
1 
(d) Afca(S(| I t . ) 
(b) I rontape 
(c) Remuneration 
l a ) Per 11)0 Sij. ft. of Area 
Kb) Per Linear Foot 
|(c) Per 5100 of Remuneration 
(d) Numbei Insun 
O'M^st 
it) Keeeiuts 
i\\) Sales 
[(d) Per landing 
(e) Per $100 of Cost 
A) 2,250 
1+5,000 
Kates 
•B. I . P.D. 
<l) Per $1,000 ol Receipts 
W Per $1,000 of Sales 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
Advance Premiums 
P.D. 
K
 For SMP Liability Insurance 
Form Single Limit, 
Use B.I. Column. 
Include Premium foi 
Premises Medical Payment 
Insurance in B.I. Column. 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
INCL 
il'r.uiLt: premium basr, it othei than staled. 
?•$&!* " COMPBEHtNSivt b t i u m a L I P ^1 I H1^Ui»rn»\#fc, 
Tia are/age PART, the DECLARATIONS and other coverage PARKS), or endorsements rrlmed to herein, and the GENERAL PROVISIONS complete the 
y^g^ extract tt insurance. 
. rnvfRAGE A - BODILY INJURY LIABILITY 
1
 COVERAGE B-PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY 
The company will pay on behalf of the insured .-ill sums 
n,cn tne insured shall become legally obligated to pay as 
Jimages because of 
Coverage A. bodily injury or 
Coverage B property damage 
nee. 
my 
to which th»s insurance applies, causal by an occure i 
ind the company shall havethe right ami duty to defend C 
*mi acainst the insured seeking damages on account of such 
hodilv injury or property damage, even if any of the allega» 
IZns of the suit are groundless, false or fraudulent, and may 
Jnafre such investigation and settlement ot any claim or suit 
A it deems expedient, but the confpauy shall not be obligated 
to pay any claim or judgment or to defend any suit after the 
inpiicabie hmit of the company's liability has been exhausted 
by payment of judgments or settlements. 
Eiclusions 
This insurance does not apply 
(a) tc liability assumed by the insured under any contract 
or agreement except an incidental contract; but this 
exclusion does not apply to a warranty of fitness or 
quality of the named insured's products or a warranty 
that work performed by or on behalf of the named in-
sured wili be done in a workmanlike manner; 
ID) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the 
ownership, maintenance, operation, use, loading or un-
loading of 
(1) any automobile or aircraft owned or operated by 
or rented or loaned to any insured, or 
(2). any other automobile or aircraft operated by any 
person in the course of .hr. employment by any in-
sured; 
but this exclusion does not apply h> the parking 
automobile on premises owned by, rented to or 
trolled by the named insured oi the ways unmedi 
adjoining, if such automobile is not owned by or o 
or loaned to any insured; 
(c) to bodily injury or property damage arising vni! of U 
own«'i aup. ai.nnten.inee. operation, use. loading or 
loading ol any mobile equipment while being used m 
prearranged or organized racing, speed or demui 
contest or in any stunting activity oi m piactu e or [ 
aration for any such contest or activity or VJ) the u^  
t.Oii or use of any snowmobile or trailer designed f« r 
therewith, 
d an 
ton-
jtely 
nted 
) the 
un 
any 
ition 
)fep 
eia 
(c!) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of and m 
the course of the transportation of mobile equipment by 
an automobile owned or operated by or rented or leaned 
to any insured; 
(e) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the 
ownership, maintenance, operation, use. loading or un-
loading of 
(1) any watercraft owned or operated by ur rented or 
loaned to any insured, or 
(?) any other watercraft operated by any person in the 
course of his employment by any insured; 
but this exclusion does not apply to watercraft while 
ashore on premises owned by. lented to or controlled by 
the named insured; 
(f) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the 
discharge, dispersal, release or escape of smoke, vapors, 
soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids or 
gases, waste materials or other irritants, contaminants 
oi pollutants into or upon land, the atmosphere or any 
water , i >urse oi body of water, but this exclusion does not 
apply d such discharge, dispersal, release or escape is 
Midden and a( c ibental; 
(g) to bodily injury ur property damage due to war, whether 
or not t in lared, civil war. insurrection, rebellion or revo-
lution <>r to any act or condition incident to any of the 
'oregoing. with respect to 
( I ) liability assumed by the insured under an incidental 
contract, or 
(?) expenses for first aid under the Supplementary Pay-
ments provision, 
!h) to bodily injury or property damage for which the insured 
or his indemnitee may be held liable 
(1) as a pei son or organization engaged in the business of 
manufacturing, distributing, selling or serving al-
coholic beverages, or 
(?) if not so engaged, as an owner or lessor of premises 
used tor such purposes, 
if such liability is imposed 
(») by, or bei ause of the violation of, any statute, or-
dinance or regulation pertaining to the sale, gift, • 
distribution or use of any alcoholic beverage, or 
(ii) by reason of the selling, serving or giving of any 
alcoholic beverage to a minor or to a person under 
the influence of alcohol or which causes or contri-
butes to the intoxication of any person; 
but part (n) of this exclusion does not apply with respect 
to liability of the insured or his indemnitee as an owner 
or lessor desrribed in (?) above; 
b) to any obligation for which the insured or any earner as 
his insurer may be held liable under any workmen's com-
pensation, unemployment compensation or disability 
benefits law. or under any similar law, 
(j) to bodily injury to any employee of the insured arising 
out of and in the course of his employment by the insured 
or to any obligation of the insured to indemnify another 
be< ause ol damages arising out of SIK.II injury, but this 
exclusion does not apply to liability assumed by the 
insured under ,\\\ incidental contract, 
(k) to property damage to 
( l ) piopeity owned or occupied t>y or rented to the in-
sured, 
(.') property used by the insured, or 
i '•> property m the care, custody or control of the in-
sured or as to which ttie insured is for any purpose 
exercising physical control, 
but parts (2) and (3) of this exclusion do not apply with 
respei t to liability under a written sidetrack agreement 
an<f pai t ( '•) ol tins exclusion does not apply with respect 
to property damage (other than to elevators) arising out 
of the n.e of ,u\ elevator at premises owned by. rented to 
or controlled by the named insured; 
(I) lo property damage to premises alienated by the named 
insured arising out of such premises or any part thereof; 
(m) f»> loss of use of tangible property which has not been 
physically injured or destroyed resulting from 
(J) a deiay m ur lai k of p(,rformanc e by or on behalf of 
the named insured of any contract or agreement, or 
H v , 
(2) thy.' failure of the named insured's products or work 
performed by Of on behalf of trie named insured to 
meet the levei of performance, quality, fitness or 
durability warranted or represented by the named 
insured, 
but thr. »-x< lusion xloes nut apply to loss of use of other 
tang.ole property resulting from the sudden and acciden-
tal physical injury to or destruction ol the named in-
sured's products or work pvrlotmcO by or on behalf of 
the named insured alter such products or work have been 
put to use by any person or organization other than di) 
insured; 
W to property damage to the named insured's products 
arising out of such products or any part of such products; 
*°) to property damage to work performed by or on behalf 
of the named insured arising out of the work or any por-
tion thereof, or out of materials, parts or equipment 
furnished m connection therewith; 
t ) to damages claimed for the withdrawal, inspection, re-
pair, replacement, or loss of use of the named insured's 
products or work completed by or tor the named in-
sured or of any property of which such products or 
work form a part, if such products, woik or propeily 
are withdrawn from the market or from use because of 
any known or suspected defect or deficiency therein. 
II PERSONS INSURED 
Lach ot the following is an insured under this insurance 
to the o*tent set forth below. 
(a) if the named insured is designated in the declarations as 
an individual, the person so designated but only with re-
spect to the conduct of a business of which he is the sole 
proprietor, and the spouse of the named insured with 
respect to the conduct of such a business; 
(b) if the named insured is designated in the declarations 
as a partnership or joint venture, the partnership or 
joint venture so designated and any partner or member 
thereof but only with respect to his liability as such; 
(c) ,f the named insured is designated in the declarations 
,'iS other than an individual, partnership or joint ven-
ture, the organization so designated and any executive 
officer, director or stockholder thereof while at tmg 
within the scope ol his duties as such; 
(d) any person (other than an employee of the named in-
sured) or organization while acting as real estate man-
ager for the named insured; and 
(e) with respect to the operation, for the purpose of loco-
motion upon a public highway, of mobile equipment 
registered under any motor vehicle registration law, 
(i) an employee of the named insured while operating 
any such equipment in the course of his employ-
ment, and 
(it) any other person while opeiating with the perims 
sion of the named insured any such equipment regis-
tered <n the name of the named insured and any per-
son or organization legally responsible for such op-
eratior., hut only if there is no other valid ari(f col-
lectible insurance available, either on a primary or 
excess basis, to such person or organization; 
provided that no person or organization shall be an in-
sured under this paragraph (e) with respect to 
( l i bodily injury to any fellow employee ot such per-
son injured in the course of his employment, or 
(2) property damage to property owned by. rented to, 
in charge ot or occupied by the named insured or 
the employer of any person described in subpara-
graph (n) 
This insurance does not apply to bodily injury or property 
Jamage arising out of the conduct of any partnership or |oint 
venture of which the insured *s a partner or member and 
vhn h ,-, r.<,t di" . i rn.i ied in tin*. puh» y as a named insured. 
Ill LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Regafdless of the number of (1) insureds under this pol-
icy, (?) persons or organizations who sustain bodily injury 
or property damage, or (3) claims made or suits brought on 
account p\ bodily injury or property damage, the company's 
liability is l imited as follows. 
Coverage A - The total liability of the company for all dam-
ages, including damages lor care and Joss of services, because 
of bodily injury sustained by one or more persons as the re-
sult of any one occurence shall not exceed the limit ot bodily 
injury liability stated in the declarations as applicable to 
"each occurrence". 
Subject to the above provision respecting "each occur-
rence", the total liability of the company for all damages 
because ot (1) all bodily injury included within the com-
pleted operations hazard and (2) all bodily injury included 
within the products hazard shall not exceed the limit of 
bodily injury liability stated in the declarations as "aggre-
gate" 
Coverage B — The total liability of the company for ail dam-
ages because ol all property damage sustained by one or more 
persons or organizations as the result of any one occurrence 
shall not exceed the limit ot property damage liability stated 
m the declarations as applicable to "each occurence". 
Subject to the above provision respecting "each occur-
rence", the total liability ol the company for all damages 
because of all property damage to which this coverage ap-
plies and described in any o( the numbered subparagraphs 
below shall not exceed the limit of property damage liability 
stated in the declarations as "aggregate": 
(1) all property damage arising out of premises or opera-
tions rated on a remuneration basis or contractor's 
equipment rated on a receipts basis, including prop-
erty damage for which liability is assumed under any 
incidental contract relating to such premises or op-
erations, but excluding property damage included in 
subparagraph (2) below; 
(?) .ill property damage arising out of and occurring in 
the course of operations performed for the named 
insured by independent contractors and general su-
pervision thereof by the named insured, including 
any such property damage for which liability is as-
sumed under any incidental contract relating to such 
operations, but this subparagraph (2) does not in-
clude property damage arising out of maintenance 
or repairs at premises owned by or rented to the 
named insured or structural alterations at such prem-
ises which do not involve changing the size of or mov-
ing buildings or other structures; 
(3) all property damage included within the products 
hazard aruj all property damage included within the 
completed operations hazard. 
Such aggregate hmit shall apply separately to the prop-
erty damage described in subparagraphs (1), (2) and (3) 
above, >^ui under subparagraphs (1) and (2), separately with 
respect to each project away trom premises owned by or 
rented to the named insured. 
Coverages A and U — I or tin* purpose of determining the 
hmd ot the company's liability, alt bodily injury and prop-
erty damage arising out of continuous or repeated exposure 
to substantially the same general conditions shall be consi-
CKMI as arising out ol one occurence. 
IV POLICY TERRITORY 
Tins insurance applies only to bodily injury or property 
damage wlm h o. <_ur4 wtthin the policy territory. 
fj& Hm**ir-1-- ~-„, *.-. --..r „ ^ s , 
~ ^ ¥ f oe policy number only, in ti j c h o n cibove the licnvy Ime, If i.'.iia-f/ wifh ^ / ond effaenmenr stored m p o m y u c u m m 
jniess otherwise ^ated. this Cftdrjr^ t.-nwcit forms .J par! of the policy to winch 
•Inched Ji D* ^sue. PM;,»«di.Ml '>ui h .itt.i. hment is staled it) Ihe polity <1*M t.n.itIMHS 
CJJ 1SF 0t&*rw,iC- t*,,,s endorsement is issued r.u alt.n himMil to .mil furor. .1 put <<l th«'J 
n | , ' ^ | J y -0|,Cy numbe'ed below, etteihve only ..n the dale .ndu .,!,•.I un this .-iidoi M-menl' 
J~ ^riLms . J
 a? j n e Sii.'iie time Of hcut ol the da* a> the policy became effective 
» » I C I I v C 
( M O . , UA1 , YH.) P O u C r S U M B O L & N U M B C R 
PYNF 59788 
Named Insured (and jd.liess. /ip o.de when necessary tin mailing) Producer (and address, zip code, for mailing) 
J L 
1 
J 
This endot sement modifies such m:uranc.u as is uf forded by the provisions of the policy relating to the following: 
COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 
MANUFACTURERS' AND CONTRACTORS' LIABILITY INSURANCE 
OWNERS', LANDLORDS' AND TENANTS' LIABILITY INSURANCE 
OWNERS' AND CONTRACTORS' PROTECTIVE LIABILITY INSURANCE 
COMPLETED OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTS LIABILITY INSURANCE 
CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 
SCHEDULE 
Q) 
Coverages 
Bodily Injury Liability and Propeity D,image Liability 
Limits of Liability 
% 3 0 0 .000 each occurrtnct 
$ ^ .000 aggregate 
It is agreed that the provisions of the policy captioned "LIMITS OF L IABIL ITY" »e 
Liability are amended to read as follows: 
ding to Bodily Injury Liability and Property Damage 
LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Regardless of ihe number of i l ) insureds under this policy. i2\ jn-isous 01 oip.am/atious who sustain bodily injury 01 property damage, (3) 
claims made or suits brought on at KHU.I ->t bodily injury 01 property damage or (4) automobiles or units ot mobile equipment to which this 
policy applies, the company's liability is limited .»s follows 
Bodily Injury LiabihW and Property Damage Liability: 
(a) The limit ot liability stated in the '.n.Module of this endorsement as applicable to "each occurrence" is the lota! limit Of the company's 
li.ihihty for all damages because ot bodily Injury or property damage as .: result ol any one occurrence, provided that with respect to 
an, occurrence for which notice uf this policy is given in lieu of security oi when this policy is certified as proof of financial re-
sponsibility under the provisions of the Motor Vehicle f mam 1.11 Responsibility Law of any state or province such limit of liability 
shall be applied to provide the sepaiate limits required by sm h law foi tio.iily Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability to the exteri 
of the coverage required by such law, but the separate application of S.K h limit 'Jul ! not increase the total limit of the company's habiht 
lb) Subject to the above provision respecting "each occurrence", the total liability of the company tor all damages because of all bodily 
Injury and property damage which occurs during each annual period while this policy is in force commencing from its effective date 
and which is described in any ot the numbeied subparagraphs below shall not exceed the limit of liability stated m the Schedule 01 
this endorsement as "aggregate": 
(1) all property damage an sing out of picmises or operations rated on a remuneration basis or contractor's equipment fated on 
a receipts basis, including property damage tor which liability is assumed und^r any incidental contract relating to such 
premises or operations, but excluding property damage included in subparagraph (2) below; 
(2) all property damage ansing out of and occurring in the course of operations performed for the named insured by independent 
contractors and general supervision thereof by the named insured, including any such property damage for which liability is 
assumed under any incidental contract relating to SUCM operations, but this subparagraph (2) does not include property damage 
ansing out of maintenance oi lepairs at puv^ses owned by 01 tented to the namer* insured or structural alterations at such premises 
which do not involve changing the size ol 01 moving buildings or uthei stiuctures, 
(Over/ 
r-i U.U.JA7 
(3) all bodily injury and property damage included within the completed operations hazard and all bw-.iy Injury and property damage 
included within the products hazard; provided such coverage is afforded under this policy, 
(4) all property damage for which liability is assumed under any contract to which the Contractual Liability Insurance applies, 
provided such coverage is afforded under this policy. 
Such aggregate limit shall apply separately: 
(i) to the property damage described in subpniagr aphs (1) and (2) and separately with respect to each project away from premises 
owned by oi tented to the named Insured; 
( I I ) to the sum of the damages for all bodily injury and property damage described in subparagraph (3); and 
i i i i) to the property damage described in subparagraph (4) and separately with respect to each project away from premises owned 
by or rented to the named insured. 
:) For the purpose of determining the limit of the company's liability, all bodily Injury and property damage arising out of continuous or 
repeated exposure to substantially the same general conditions shall be considered as arising out of one occurrence. 
dv. 3003 Ed„ 11-16-67 
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, I M b l l l l W k i W 
This coverage PART, the D E C L A F O M I O N S and other coverage PART(S), 
PROVIStONS complete the contract of insurance. 
or endorsements referred to herein, and the GENERAL 
I COVERAGE E - PREMISES MEOICAL PAYMENTS 
The c o m p a n y w i l l pay to or fo i each person who sustain*, 
bod i l y i n ju ry caused by acc ident .i l l reasonable m e d i c a l ex-
pense JK u r red w i t h i n one year ho rn the elate of the arc i 
dent o r ti i (.ount of such bod i l y i n ju ry , p rov ided SU» h bod i l y 
in ju ry ar ises out of (,i) .1 c o n d i t i o n in the i nsu ied p rem ises 
;.i ( M o p e r a l u m s w i th iesp«\ t to v \ ! no i th. named insu red 
is a l b a .led coverage tor bod i l y in jury l iab i l i t y unde i th is 
pc - . f y 
Exc lus ions 
11.is insurance does not app l y : 
id) "v bod i l y i n j u r y 
t l ) - r i s i ng ou t ot the owne rsh ip , ma in tenance , opera -
t o r , , use, l oad ing or un l oad ing of 
h) any a u t o m o b i l e or ,sin raft owned or ope ra ted 
by or ren ted or loaned to any insu red , 01 
•i : j any other a u t o m o b i l e or .mcr . i l t ope ra ted l>y 
any person in the course of his e m p l o y m e n t 
by any i n s u r e d ; 
h i . ! The, exc lus ion does not .»pp!> to the p.i; Km).; o l ,\\) 
a u t o m o b i l e on the insured p remises , .1 such a u t o m o b i l e 
is not owned Dy or ren ted or loaned to any i nsu red ; 
ub ar is ing ou t of (1) the o w n e r s h i p m. i .n tena ' i i e, opera 
t i on , use, load ing or un load ing ot .my mob i l e equ ip-
ment wh i le be ing used in «.»!•> p rear ranged or o rgan 
i.7**d rac ing , speed or (k 'UK. i i ln 11 . ,»nt»*st or in .::iy 
sha t ing ac t i v i t y or m prav. t i t e ; •: p i r p . u . t l i . j i . foi a i i v 
sin h contes t or .R hv i l v of vio t in* «>pet a hon % »t use ot 
any s n o w m o b i l e . »| trai ler desig iu-d I.u 1, « l l ief e w i l h . 
1: .sing out ot the owne i s i . .p. ia . i . >h 
use, k-ading or un load ing o l 
', O p f l . U I . ' M . 
•a) any wa te rc ra f t owned of
 k.p»-i.•!«>.! by o i ren ted 
or loaned to any i nsu red , of 
:•) any o the r waterc ra f t »ipi-i n j h / .my person .0 
the cou rse of his emp ioye-e i . t by *iny i nsu red ; 
Out th is exc lus ion does not app ly t*> wa leo 01ft wh i l e 
e.hoie ( in the i nsu red p remises , i-r 
{•1) a n t i n g out of and in the U H J I M - 0} the h a n . p o r t . i l i on 
' m o b i l e e q u i p m e n t hy 11 a u t o m o b i l e nvsaed -a 
ope ra ted by or ren ted or loaned to any i nsu red ; 
to bod i l y i n j u r y 
( ! . ( .eluded w i t h i n the c o m p l e t e d opera t ions hazard 
or the p r o d u c t s haza rd ; 
\?'- a i d i n g ou t c»f o p e r a t i o n s per t o u r e d fot the named 
insured hy independen t > a i i l i .H U.JS *.;thei than (o 
1; . n i i t c a f i c e and rep.ar .>t h ie i nsu ied p remises 
^: M ) s t ructur .* ; a l te ra t ions at uch prciih--.es whu h 
do not i nvo lve chang ing th..- s i /e of or m o v i n g hi an.' 
'.r.g- or o ther s t r uc tu res , __ 
' e s u i h n g f r o m the se jhng. 
.lU oho lu t ievei ag. i d ..1 
. a d ' ru in re o f r egu la t i on , o 
.an under the i n f l uence 
s.- ivmg of g:«ong td anV 
, 1. " it.i>n of any * t . i t t i ! . , \ 
t> > .! : : ' inur , (ni) to .1 per \ 
)! J\( oho ! 0; hv) wh:< h 
u i i j - , ' s or c o n t r i b u t e s to* the !h !o» i cahon ot ihv per 
••or\ it the named insured . a per-..»n <r o r g a m / a 
;• 11 eugagts l in the t a a i r . t i ; .. i i !ul.u tut a ig, « 
O b u h l l g . se l l ing Ol sefv ine .i i«.ihi»lu beverages 
.lit so engaged, is .in u w l i r l o i ie .1 M t • t p i e i l i i 
s'.eO tor such purposes but . ini\- p.at 0) of th is CA 
. us.on Ud (3) app l ies when the named insured is st••, h 
.<••• owner or lessor. 
x4/ iTui 10 w"af\ w t ie the i u i not d e i i a o d . c i v i i w,a m 
M i f f e c t i o n , r ebe l l i on or revo ;u t ;on «.)r \^.< any .t. t 
xji c o n d i t i o n incu je rd to any of the t t . i egg ing . 
(C, u, bodi ly i n ju ry 
{I i to the named i nsu red , any p. i i j ' i . - f tr.,. r ..••n. a i r , t o i . n . i 
or other person regu lar ly i r -su jmg on tt ie insure i : 
p remises or any e m p l o y e e of any of the fo rego ing 
if the bod i l y i n j u ry ar ises out of and in the course 
of his e m p l o y m e n t t h e r e w i t h , 
(?) to any o ther tenant if ihe bod i l y In jury occu rs on 
th.it part of the insu red premises rented f rom the 
named insu red or to any emp loyee of such a tenant 
if the bod i l y i n ju ry o c c u r s on the tenant 's par t of 
the insu red p remises and ar ises out of and in the 
rourr .e of his e m p l o y m e n t for the tenant , 
( \) to any person wh i le engages in ma in tenance and 
iep.nr of the i nsu red p remises or a l te ra t i on , demo-
l i t i on or new c o n s t r u c t i o n at such premises ; 
(•?) l o any person if any benef i t s for such bod i l y i n j u ry 
are payab le or r equ i r ed to be p rov ided under any 
w o r k m e n ' s c o m p e n s a t i o n , u n e m p l o y m e n t compensa-
t ion or d i sab i l i t y bene f i t s law, or under any s im i la r 
law; 
(r>; to any pe tson p rac t i c i ng , i ns t ruc t ing ot par t i c ipa t -
ing in any phys ica l t i a i m n g , spor t , a th le t ic ac t i v i t y 
or con tes t , 
(d) to any med i ca l expense for serv ices 0^ the named in-
su red , any e m p l o y e e thereof or any person or organiza-
t i on under Contract l o the named insured to p rov ide 
such serv ices. 
II LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Trie mint of l i ab i l i t y for Premises Med ica l Payments Cov-
erage st. j fed in the dec la ra t i ons as apphcafae to "each per-
s o n " ,s t iu : l im i t of the c o m p a n y ' s l iab i l i t y for ai l med i ca l 
expense 101 bod i l y i n ju ry to any out- person as the result o f 
any one ..» < u len t , but suhjeet to the . ibove p rov is ion respect-
ing " r , i i 11 p e r s o n " , the to ta l l iab i l i t y o*. the company under 
Premises Medic a! Payments Coverage for all med ica l ex-
pense lor bod i l y in ju ry to Iwo or m o r e persons as the resul t 
of any one acc ident shal l not exceed the l imi t of l iab i l i ty 
s tabs ! MI the dec la ra t i ons as app l i cab le to "each acc iden t " . 
When i> thdn one med ica l payments coverage a f fo rded 
by th is p. j iu y app l 'es to the loss, the c o m p a n y shuil not be 
l iab le I s m m e than the amoun t of ihe highest app l icab le l imi t 
o l l iab i l i t y 
III A O D I I I O N A l DEFINITIONS 
When used m l e te rence to th is insurance ( inc lud ing en-
d o r s e m e n t s fonr i i r .g a par t of the po l i cy ) ; 
" i n s u r e d p i e n n s e s " I I H M I I ' . all p i e imses owned by or rented 
h> the named insu red w; t l i o pe. f 1. wliK.h the named in-
sured is , - f forded • . . v i ' f . i i 1 " t'.r bod i l y in ju ry l iab i l i ty under 
t ins poh< y. -\\n\ ; ! ; L ! I H 1 ' - , the way-. .mmed;ate iy ad jo in ing 
on i.i i itt, 
" m e d i c a l e x p e n s e " means i ->penv- \ h»r nece sary med ica l , 
•airr,. . j ' o iv . ind J tml . i i se r v i i <s . in. >u%I.f*i> prosthet ic 
dev . . es , and ne. »«ssdi y amhui.-tnce. h; »sp' to i . prc.feSSional 
n i i r aig, and tunera i servu.es 
IV POLICY PERIOD; TERRITORY 
1 his a 1 SIM i i i i e app l ies ( siy to ,\( . n j i ' i i ts win ' h r,r •••jr d i l l * 
MI,; th« p u l i i y pel tod w i t h i n the tJsaeO '..l.ites >! Amer ica , 
• i !e'f I d i 1' :«V, o f pv SSesSn i ' | ' , , \'jl C a i . a d . i 
V ADDITIONAL CONDITION 
Merfn.ai R e p o i t s ; Prnof and Payment ot Claim 
A- s i . . . - . 1 p i . - t;. .1! a- It •• i i i ,uO-d per .1 1 of someuf ie on 
Ins beh. i i ! * .i i l »»,i^ e to tut- t , .ni( i , i i iy wr i t ten p m o f Ol Claim, 
. i h d i - i 11'h f i f j i i i i n l , . a . . ! f i . i l , . i l l i - i r . i . h rerpJC'St itOtU 
t t ie « i.sup.-i.iy, 4'xei vih* ati tlr. >r ; /ab on t» enable the (ajrnpany 
\(> o b l . t r : ihfO.v.i i ; repor ts an 1 rop:e* , (»t re. or, Is The in ju red 
per s i . i . sh.-il subii-.it to phys i t ai e>.i ' : i in, i t .on t)y ()fiysiciar^s 
• . o i " h- ! :,y t i i i ; . .o inp, i i !y wt ien and .1*, ofti*') as the rrmip«jny 
ni.iy us ts i jnab ly r e ^ u e e Th»» company i:«iy [-ay the in ju red 
per , j r . ca any perso i . ur o rga r i i / a t i o f i renae f ing the services 
ind the payment sh i l i re fm e ?he .u i rwj i . t pa^at)le hereunder 
lor sui n n; iury Payment l eosa iO t ' f st ial l not cons t i tu te an 
ai lnnssK ' ot I •. • r «i 11 f y o? a»iT ;»<;:,'»n ( i f . t?xcept hereunder , of 
the c o m p a n y 
Ir.' HKV.II "r:nc:nt form1; a part of I hi* poliry lu which altai hoi. I - I IM tivr *w !h»- U-M o; !*«uv c.,;.- ,•{ | w p: Iry ijr.ltv* i !!*.«•?*. > .tat^n !v»N:in 
(The following infoirrution is required only when this «ndof**fi»p"l i* i v . w i subsftpwn! fo pn^uralion o< powcy / 
ri.Jof^T.ef>tette;ti^ fV!hyNo. P Y N F 5 9 7 ^ 8 ii.J i.-.t.'•.:.'.• ,\, 
Naim-C In<L»r* d ^—Yli/AJ 
J.;I ;•• -,.j-ne.1 I./ \ ~ 
C O M P R h H E N S J V C G E N E R A L H A t f ' U T Y I N S U R A N C E 
C O M P L E T E D O P E R A T I O N S A M D P R w O U C : U M A h l K T Y J N S O f c A N C E 
P R O D U C T S H A Z A R D R E R E F ' t t l D 
;
. i^'P^J tfiiif *i!h ig-jUrct to bodily injury uf pruptfly dariage oi- ;., « ui •:! '" HMLJO wnuH-u':. u i.\.\a\y :\\-\>+ *. i..»«.* ' •« V- »• j ;•' .1 
• 1!• on, from or in torioetiion * ' U !ln» JS* >f <jr.v pir^m^-. d»;-'. r.iiCO in !h.« t u ' ,i . H.7.4 ...» 
-.'; ,r.. onnecliOA wlh (fur i<.n.!;,ct ( I joy up-1.i!?:>i» .V ' t r l kO ">\ U •:> •.' J«.tl ••«"!••»:•: *\'>-\. jspjin.Ifcf? hy e- >•'..»• •. ; ,f nj.f J w i r e d 
'•!•• H'lM.-hon o< "products hi /aid" >• jmrndtsl1»» read «i* fnilo*/:, 
'pioducfs hazard" niciuoc^ bodily inpiry
 tuv.t property carnage .w.\.uj» n»..| «J! •.; = (?•• named insuitd's produrh. J; w> » k i •!«».• uj-'v r «.'p--- • 
or wananty mdde *ifh rrspiHJ Uint-ft'. i»i:t only :f lh-» hodily injury «»' uropertf i*i - »gr iw, ur% uti.-r pr.v'•»'>.! » :. •' ' • f'f " .* ;".•'. i ' 
h'iipQu.shed lo others." 
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This endorsement forms a part of the policy to which attached, effective on the inception date of the policy unless otherwise stated herein. 
(The following information is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of policy.) 
Endorsement Effective Policy No. Endorsement No. 
Named Insured 
Countersignei 
Authorized Representative) 
This endorsement modifies such insurance as is afforded by the provisions of the policy relating to the following 
GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 
SMP LIABILITY INSURANCE 
BUSINESSOWNERS POLICY 
AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT—ADDITIONAL DEFINITION 
It is agreed that the following definition is added: 
"loading or unloading", with respect to an automobile, means the handling of property after it is moved from the place where it is accepted for movement into or ontc 
an automobile or while it is in or on an automobile or while it is being moved from an automobile to the place where it is finally delivered, but "loading or unloading' 
dofcb not include the movement ol property by means ol a mechanical device (other than a hand truck) not attached to the automobile. 
This endorsement forms a part of the policy to which attached, effective on the inception date of the policy unless otherwise stated herein. 
(The following information is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of policy.) 
Endorsement effective Policy No. , EndorsameAhNo. 
Named Insured ^/l/f/y O 
Countersigned by fj^^jA^it^K^ 
This endorsement modilies such insurance as is afforded by the provisions of the policy relating to the following: 
COMPREHENSIVE GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 
MANUFACTURERS AND CONTRACTORS LIABILITY INSURANCE 
OWNERS, LANDLORDS AND TENANTS LIABILITY INSURANCE 
SMP LIABILITY INSURANCE 
NON-OWNED SNOWMOBILE 
It is agreed that Part 2 of Exclusion (c) is replaced by the following: 
(2) the operation or use of any snowmobile or trailer designed for use therewith 
(i) owned or operated by or rented or loaned to any insured, or 
(ii) operated by any person in the course of his employment by any insured; 
GL 00 26 03 81 
Vjj/ (Ed. 03 81) 
This endorsement forms a part of the policy to which attached, effective on the inception date of the policy unless otherwise stated herein. 
(The following information is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of policy.) 
Endorsement effective Policy No. Endorspme^-jNo. 
Named Insured 
Countersigned 
This endorsement modifies such insurance as is afforded by the provisions of the policy relating to the following: 
PREMISES MEDICAL PAYMENTS INSURANCE 
NON-OWNED SNOWMOBILE 
It is agreed that subparagraph (ii) under part (2) of exclusion (a) is replaced by the following: 
(ii) the operation or use of any snowmobile or trailer designed for use therewith 
(a) owned or operated by or rented or loaned to any insured, or 
(b) operated by any person in the course of his employment by any insured; 
••{*• SMP COMPREHENSIVE CRIME COVERAGE ENDORSEMENT MP 04 50 
Vfc|/ SECTION III —CRIME COVERAGE (Ed. 07 77) 
This endorsement shall be attached to Policy No. P Y N F cTQ7f t f t * 
u| the , J7(vv Insurance Company. 
(herein called Company) 
The Insuring Agreements, General Agreements, Conditions and Limitations and other terms of this endorsement shall apply only as specified 
herein and none of the provisions, stipulations and other terms of the policy to which this endorsement is attached shall apply to insurance 
hereunder unless so specified. 
DECLARATIONS 
Item 1. Effective Period: from 12:01 a.m. 9 - 1 6 - 8 2 t 0 1 2 ; 0 1 a m - o n t h e 
Q i £ A o (Month, Day, Year) 
etfuctive date oi {Tie caiicePaifon or termination of the policy to which this endorsement is attached, standard time at the location of designated 
premises shown in the policy to which this endorsement is attached as to each ol said dates, unless this endorsement is canceled or terminated 
as hereinafter provided or in any other manner. 
Item 2. Table of Limits of Liability 
Employee Dishonesty (Commercial Bl.inkct) Coverage % 
Employee Dishonesty (Blanket Position) Coverage $ 
Loss Inside the Premises Coverage % 
Loss Outside the Premises Coverage $ 
Money Orders and Counterfeit Paper Currency Coverage $ 
Depositors Forgery Coverage $ 
If added by endorsement: Insuring Agreement $ 
Item 3. The liability of the Company is subject to the terms of the following endorsements attached hereto: 
Item 4. Ihe Insured by the acceptance ot this endorsement gives notice to the Company terminating or cancelling prior bond(s) or policy(ies) 
No.(s) such termination or cancellation to be effective as ol the time this 
endorsement becomes effective. 
The Company, in consideration of the payment of the premium, and subject to the Declarations made a part hereof, the General Agreements, 
Conditions and Limitations and other teims of this endorsement, agrees with the Insured, in accordance with such of the Insuring Agreements 
hereof as are specifically designated by the insertion of an amount ol insurance in the Table of Limits of Liability of this endorsement, to pay the 
Insured for: 
INSURING AGREEMENTS 
Insuring Agreement IA 
Insuring Agreement IB 
InsjringAgreement II 
Insuring Agreement III 
Insuring Agreement IV 
Insuring Agreement V 
N/A 
N/A 
1 ,000 
1 ,000 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
EMPLOYEE DISHONESTY COMMERCIAL 
BLANKET COVERAGE 
IA. Loss of Money, Securities and other property which the Insured 
shall sustain, to an amount not exceeding in the aggregate the amount 
stated in the Table of Limits of Liability applicable to this Insuring 
Agreement IA, resulting directly from one or more fraudulent or dis-
honest acts committed by an Employee, acting alone oi in collusion 
with others. 
Dishonest or fraudulent acts as used in this Insuring Agreement 
shall mean only dishonest or fraudulent acts committed by such Em-
ployee with the manifest intent: 
(ai to cause the Insured to sustain such loss; and 
.oi to obtain financial benefit lor the Employee, or for any other 
person or organization intended by the Employee to receive such 
benefit, other than salaries, commissions, fees, bonuses, promo-
tions, awards, profit sharing, pensions or other employee benefits 
earned in the normal course of employment. 
EMPLOYEE DISHONESTY BLANKET 
POSITION COVERAGE 
IB. Loss of Money. Securities and other property which the Insured 
shall sustain resulting directly hum one or more fraudulent oi dis-
honest acts committed by an Employee, acting alone Of in collusion 
\\\\\\ others, the amount of insurance on rach of the Employees being 
trie amount stated in the Table ol Limits of Liability applicable to this 
Insuring Agreement IB. 
Dishonest or fraudulent acts as used in this Insuring Agreement 
shall mean only dishonest or fraudulent acts committed by such Em-
ployee with the manifest intent: 
(a) to cause the Insured to sustain sucn loss; and 
ib) to obtain financial benefit for the Employee, or for any other 
person or organization intended by the Employee to receive such 
benefit, other than salaries, commissions, fees, bonuses, promo-
tions, awards, profit sharing, pensions of other employee benefits 
earned in the normal course of employment 
LOSS INSIDE THE PREMISES COVERACE 
II. Loss of Money and Securities by the actual destruction, disappear-
ance or wrongful abstraction thereof within the Premises or within 
any Banking Premises or similar recognized places of safe deposit. 
Loss ol (a) other property by Safe Burglary or Robbery within the 
Premises or attempt thereat, and (b) a locked cash drawer, cash box 
or cash register by felonious entry into such container within the 
Premises or attempt thereat or by felonious abstraction of such con-
tainer from within the Premises or attempt thereat. 
Damage to the Premises by such Safe Burglary, Robbery or felon-
ious abstraction, or by or following burglarious entry into the Prem-
ises or attempt thereat, provided with respect to damage to the 
Premises the Insured is the owner thereof or is liable for such 
damage. 
LOSS OUTSIDE THE PREMISES COVERACE 
III. lo°,s of Money and Securities by the actual destruction, disap-
pearance oi wrongful abstraction thereof outside the Promises while 
being conveyed by a Messenger or any armored motor vehicle com-
pany, or while within the living quarters in the home of any Mes-
senger 
toss of other property by Robbery or attempt thereat outside the 
Premises while being conveyed by a Messenger or any armored motor 
vehicle company, or by thelt while within the living quarters in the 
home ol any Messenger. 
otherwise to the applicable liim. . the Company's liability. 
3. The Company shall not be liable under Insuring Agreement III on account of any loss, except to the extent such loss is in excess of 
One Hundred Dollars ($ 1 0 0 ). with the insurance then applying to such excess only, subject 
otherwise to the applicable limit of the Company's liability. 
4. In no event shall the Company be liable under any Insuring Agreement, as modified by this endorsement, for more than the amount specified 
in the Table of Limits of Liability as applicable to such Insuring Agreement subject, however, to Section 11. 
5. Section 10 is deleted and the following inserted: 
"Section 10. If the Insured shall sustain any loss covered by this endorsement to which a deductible amount applies and such loss exceeds 
the applicable amount of insurance hereunder plus such Deductible Amount, the Insured shall be entitled to all recoveries made after payment 
by the Company of loss covered by this endorsement (except from suretyship, insurance, reinsurance, security or indemnity taken by or for the 
benefit of the Comany) by whomsoever made, less the actual cost of effecting such recoveries, until reimbursed for such excess loss; and any 
remainder, or, if there be no such excess loss, any such recoveries shall be applied first in reimbursement ol the Company and thereafter in 
reimbursement of the Insured for that part of such loss within such Deductible Amount/' 
6. The Insured shall, within the time and in the manner prescribed in the said SMP Comprehensive Crime Coverage Endorsement, give the 
Company notice of any loss of the kind covered by Insuring Agreement IA whether or not the Company is liable therefor or for any part thereof, and 
upon the request of the Company shall file with it a brief statement giving the particulars concerning such loss. 
This Endorsement must be attached to Change Endorsement when issued after the Policy is written. 
M P 0 3 0 7 (Ed. 07 77) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing, postage prepaid, this <g day of November, 
1986 to: 
Lowell D. Smith, Esq. 
HANSEN, DUNN, EPPERSON AND SMITH 
650 Clark Learning Office Center 
175 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
